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Introduction

National Park Service
The concept of National Parks is a uniquely American invention.

The first national park, Yellowstone, was created in 1872. The

National Park Service was established in 1916 to protect and

preserve the growing number of natural, historical and cultur-

ally significant places in these United States of America. The

parks include battlefields, homes of famous people, deserts,

mountains and seashores. Currently there are more than 370

national park sites in the United States and its territories.

Santa Monica Mountains

National Recreation Area
Playing host to a metropolitan population of more than 12

million people, the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation

Area lies within Los Angeles and Ventura counties. This national

recreation area was created by Congress in 1978 to "manage the

recreation area in a manner which will preserve and enhance its scenic,

natural and historical setting and its public health value as an airshed

for the Southern California metropolitan area while providing for the

recreational and educational need of the visiting public."

Humans have continuously occupied the area for thousands of

years and have survived on the abundant natural resources of

the area. The Chumash and Gabrielino / Tongva people were

the first human inhabitants, followed by the Spanish/Mexican

people. Subsequently, hundreds of ethnic and cultural groups

joined them and turned this area into one of the most culturally

diverse societies in the world.
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Education Programs

At Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area, several

themes are emphasized in our Parks as Classrooms programs:

3rd & 4th Grades -

The Chumash:

A Changing People, A Changing Land
is a biological diversity program focusing on Native

American uses of local plants and animals.

4th & 5th Grades -

One Land: Many People, Many Ways
is a cultural heritage program looking at similarities

and differences in Native American, Mission,

Spanish /Mexican rancho and modern cultures.

6th, 7th & 8th Grades -

Parks as Laboratories:

Studies of the Land, Air & Water

applies science skills to real park issues.

5th through 1 2th Grades -

National Park Legacy

explores geography and cultural heritage in various

national parks.
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Program Overview

Oh, California

This program is designed to enhance your social studies

teaching of California history. The lessons in this teacher manual

follow along from Chapter 2 through Chapter 4 of the Houghton
Mifflin Social Studies book, Oh California. For most of the

activities, a reference is given to the chapters and lessons that

best correlate to the activity.

Student Journal

This program invites teachers to make use of student journals.

Each lesson in this teacher manual has journal pages for student

use with the activity. These pages can be used independently or

combined and kept in "journals." Journal pages can be kept in

three-ring binders or student-created folders. At the conclusion

of the unit, the journals can be used for assessment and as a

completed learning record to share with parents.

Pre- and Post-Visit Activities

Included in this teacher manual is a series of pre-visit activities

that are designed to prepare your students for the in-class,

ranger-led program. Post-visit activities are included to solidify

the students' learning.

Pre-Visit Activities

The series of pre-visit activities begins with a pre-visit assess-

ment, Who Are the First Californians?, which is designed to

elicit students' current knowledge. This explores what the

students' ideas and perceptions are of the people who came
and lived here long ago. The student journal pages may be

used for assessment. They include activities and questions

about what students' have learned in the lesson.

The next activity, Cultural Understanding, teaches students

what culture is while examining their own. They are asked

to fill out a page in their journal and bring in a sample item

from their culture to share with the class. A second journal

page worksheet explores how land influences culture today.
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Mural One: A Native American Village, is the first of three

pre-visit activity murals the students create. Students are

given a piece of the mural that will be added as a story is

read. Gradually the village appears on the mural as students

learn important aspects of the specific Native American culture

(Chumash or Gabrielino/Tongva) and the Native Americans'

relationship to the land. In their journal pages, students draw
the picture they added to the mural and describe its significance

to the Chumash (or Gabrielino / Tongva) as well as draw their

own version of the village.

The next activity, Nature's Nourishment, explores one of the

most important foods of the Chumash and Gabrielino / Tongva
- the acorn. Students make predictions and gather acorns to

get an idea of the amount of acorns that were needed to feed

a family and how important this food was to these Native

Americans. Acorn bread making is provided as an optional

activity and concludes with a journal page worksheet that

has students writing their own recipe using examples of the

different plants and animals the Chumash and Gabrielino /

Tongva used for food.

Pretending to be Spanish missionaries, the students are asked,

in the Coming to Alta California activity to decide what, from

their culture, they would bring with them to California. They

then map their way to the Santa Monica Mountains area and

create a blueprint map of their mission in their journals.

Mural Two: The Mission, is the second of three pre-visit

activity murals the students create. Students are given a piece

of the mural that will be added as a story is read. Gradually

the Spanish mission appears on the mural as students learn

important aspects of mission culture and the missionaries'

relationship to the land. In their journal pages students draw
the picture they added to the mural and describe its signifi-

cance to the missionaries, as well as draw their own version

of the mission.

Mural Three: The Rancho, is the last of three pre-visit activity

murals the students create. Students are given a piece of the

mural that will be added as a story is read. Gradually the rancho
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appears on the mural as students learn important aspects of the

rancho culture and its relationship to the land. In their journal

pages students draw the picture they added to the mural and

describe its significance to the rancheros, as well as draw their

own version of a rancho.

The last lesson of the pre-visit activities is A Hard Bargain. This

activity gives students the opportunity to use math to under-

stand how the rancheros bartered and traded their hides and

tallow. An optional candle- or soap-making art project is offered.

Then, using their student journal pages, students figure out

what profit they would make as candle or soap merchants.

In-Class Visit

This hour and a half long program re-examines the cultures

studied by the students and relates the studies to their own
lives in southern California. In the introduction, park rangers

discuss the National Park Service and the resources of the Santa

Monica Mountains National Recreation Area. The concept of

culture is then explored as the rangers lead a discussion of the

cultures that flourished in the Los Angeles area: the Chumash
and Gabrielino/Tongva native cultures and the mission and

rancho Spanish/Mexican cultures. The class examines artifacts

representing these cultures. The program concludes with a brief

overview of the cultures discussed and of the cultural diversity

in Los Angeles today.

Post-Visit Activities

Mural Four: Our City Today is the post-visit activity mural that

uses modern-day versions of the last three murals' pictures to

create Our City. Students explore what has changed, what has

stayed the same and what we can learn from the Chumash or

Gabrielino/Tongva view and Spanish/Mexican view and use

of the land.

Finally, in the post-visit assessment, The First Californians,

the same questions from the first activity Who Are the First

Californians?, are revisited to assess what the students have

learned.
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Program Theme,

Goals & Objectives

Theme
The Santa Monica Mountains and surrounding lands are shared by

many cultures. The land affects culture and culture affects the land.

Goals
Students will:

understand the mission of the National Park Service.

understand how contemporary culture has been influenced

by Native American and Hispanic cultures.

understand that the native people used what was here and

the Spanish/Mexican people brought what they needed.

understand that the native people and mission and rancho

workers were the same people or descendants of the same
people.

Objectives
Students will:

state three things that the National Park Service protects.

name two early cultures that are interpreted in the Santa

Monica Mountains.

define culture.

list three elements of culture.

compare three aspects of the student's life with similar aspects

from the Native American, mission and rancho cultures.

name three things we enjoy from other cultures.

explain their ideas about how the land should or can be used.

name two things that might bring about change in a culture.







Preparation

Program Preparation

Setting Dates and Times
Schedule the in-class visit as soon as possible. Dates and times

are set by calling:

The Education Office

Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area

805-498-0305

Pre- & Post-Visit Activities

Review the lessons and plan to conclude the pre-visit activities

before the in-class visit from the National Park rangers. Adapt

the activities as needed and develop plans that match your

student' needs.

In-Class Visit

For a successful visit:

Keep the size of the group to approximately 25-35 students.

Material and time constraints make the program difficult to give

effectively for larger groups.

Remain in the classroom throughout the entire presentation.

It is the job of the teacher to maintain order in the classroom.

Prepare a location for the visit. The use of a multi-purpose

room or auditorium is ideal. If they are not available, set up
space in the classroom that allows for two groups of students

to be separated and to sit around large cultural containers.

If available, provide a chalkboard, a table for materials, and a

bulletin board to suspend a map of the Santa Monica Mountains.

Have students wear a large name tag that can be seen from

the front of the classroom. Name tags are included in this section

of the manual.

Journals
For the student journals a three-ring binder or a student-made

folder can be used. Be sure each journal has the student's name
and room number.



CopyMe Page Preparation

Name Tag

Divide your class into four equal groups (Chumash, Gabrielino/

Tongva, Mission and Rancho). Copy, cut and give a tag to each

student. Pin to shirts before the rangers arrive for the program.

The rangers sometimes divide the class into two groups. One
group will consist of the Native Americans and the other will

consist of the Missionaries and Rancheros.

Chumash Gabrielino/Tongva

Name Name

Missionary Ranchero

Name Name







P re- Visit Activities

Pre-Visit Assessment who *e ** First cammma?

Materials

Letter from National Park

Service rangers (Figure A)

Who Are the First

Californians? journal

page (Figure B)

Journals (three-ring binders

or folders); one per student

Chart paper or chalkboard

Marker or chalk

The land that we live on has gone through many changes since

the time of the first Californians. Human interaction with the

environment went from a spiritual, intimate knowledge of the

land to a system that used agriculture and manipulated the land.

The culture of the people who have come here has influenced

this area through time and continues to influence it today.

To begin this Cultural Heritage program that explores the cultures

of the local Native Americans, missionaries and rancheros, and

to prepare the students for their classroom visit from the

National Park Service rangers, use this pre-visit assessment

activity to find out what the students' ideas and perceptions

are of the people who lived here and came here long ago.

Pre-Plannmg

Make a copy of the Letter

from the National Park

Service rangers .

Make copies of the Who

Are the First Californians?

journal page and prepare

students journals.

Have the chalkboard

or chart paper ready to

record student responses

to the questions.

Anticipation

Read the Letter from the National Park Service rangers (Figure A) to the students.

Procedure
Part I

1. "This sounds like fun. Let's talk about what we know about the people who lived here

long ago."

2. On chart paper or the chalkboard write the student responses to the questions from the

Who Are the First Californians? journal page (Figure B).

3. Display their answers.

Part II

1

.

Pass out a student journal to each student.

2. Explain that their journals will be used throughout the unit. The journals will be used to

write and draw what they learn and complete lessons. They will be a record of their work.

3. Have students fill in their own answers to the pre-visit assessment questions as the first

page of their journal.
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Figure A -

Letter from the National

Park Service rangers

Dear students:

Thank you for inviting us to your class. As part of your

Cultural Heritage unit of study, you and your teacher

will be participating in a variety of activities to teach

you about the people who lived in California long ago.

You will be learning about the Native Americans who
lived on this land, and then about the missionaries and

rancheros who later came into California.

We will then visit your classroom to share with you a

variety of items that represent these different groups of

people and answer any questions you might have.

We look forward to our visit to your classroom!

Sincerely,

N\tiot\hl Phrk Service R*t\j*rS

10
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Who Are the First Californians?

Figure B 1. What do you think the land looked like long ago?

2. What do you know about the Native Americans who lived here long ago?

3. What do you know about the missionaries who came here long ago?

4. What do you know about the rancheros who came here long ago?

5. What do you know about the Native Americans who live here today?

6. What do you know about the Spanish/Mexicans who live here today?

11
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Cultural Understanding what is culture?

Culture is the beliefs and ways of life of a group of people.

Culture is learned. We learn our culture from our family, friends

and teachers. It begins from the time we are born and includes

the foods we eat, songs we sing, and games we play It includes

our beliefs and customs, our clothing and more. It is learned

and handed down from one generation to another. It does not

include the color of our eyes, hair and skin.

Our land resources influence the development of culture and

influence changes in culture. Change also occurs as new cultures

are introduced.

To begin the road toward understanding the complex nature

of a culture, we must start with our own. This activity has

students understanding what culture is by examining their

own and finally seeing how land can also influence culture.

Anticipation

Ask the students: Can anyone tell me what culture is?

Discuss and explain that culture is the beliefs and ways of life of a group of people. It

includes the foods people eat, songs they sing, games they play. It includes their religious

beliefs, customs, and clothing. Culture is learned and begins from the moment we are born.

Some things are learned from our immediate environment, and some are handed down

from our ancestors — our family.

Show the students the examples of your culture.

Ask the students:

Are any of these things a part ofyour culture?

What is different in your culture?

Are the color of my eyes, hair and skin a part of my culture? (No)

i

Materials

Examples of your own

culture (teacher)

My Culture journal page

(Figure C)

Culture & the Land

journal page (Figure D)

Journals

Pre-Plannmg

Prepare examples of your

own culture to share with

the students. They could

include a type of food,

clothing, celebration item,

musical instrument or other

object. (Remember, culture

is usually a blend of many

cultures.)

Prepare copies of the My
Culture and Culture & the

Land journal pages for each

student's journal.

12
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Procedure
Part I

1

.

Explore with the students other examples that illustrate their culture.

2. Pass out the My Culture journal pages.

3. Have students fill out their journal page worksheet.

4. For homework, invite the students to bring in one example of their culture. This could be

a food item, instrument, clothing, etc. They can use their journal page worksheet for ideas.

Part II

1

.

Have each student share their example. Ask students who did not bring in an example,

to explain why the clothing they are wearing would be part of a culture. (T-shirts are part

of the culture of the United States, etc.)

2. Ask the students:

a. Where did you learn about your culture?

(Friends, family, teachers, other students.)

b. What country(ies) is (are) your family originally from?

c. Does this influence your culture?

d. How do some ofyour examples compare with others?

3. Explore with the students how culture might be influenced by the land. (Climate, plants,

animals, food/products, etc.)

4. Pass out the Culture & the Land journal pages.

5. Have students fill out their worksheet.

6. Discuss their answers.

13
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My Culture

Figure C What I live in: What I like to eat:

C^ People can be

classified by one or all

of these definitions:

Nationality A member of a

nation that belongs to that

nation because of birth, origin

or naturalization. A nation can

include more than one race,

more than one culture and

more than one ethnicity.

Race A group of people that

share physical characteristics

that are passed from one

generation to the next by

genes. You are bom with

these characteristics which

include skin color, hair color

and eye color. Race can

include more than one culture,

more than one ethnicity and

more than one nationality.

Culture A group of people

that share common beliefs,

customs, arts, institutions, etc.

These are learned, beginning

at birth. Culture can include

more than one ethnicity and

more than one nationality.

Ethnicity This can include

race, nationality or culture

which set members of this

group apart, usually from a

larger community.

What languages I speak: Clothes I wear:

Music I like: Toys I play with:

Family traditions: Family members who live with me:

Holidays I celebrate (optional): Religion (optional):

14
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Culture & The Land

Figure D If you lived in the desert, near the ocean, or in the mountains,

how might the land where you live influence your culture?

Home I might live in Food I might eat Clothes I might wear What I might do for fun

Desert

Ocean

Mountains

15
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JtylUVal Ofl£ l A Native American Viliage

Materials

Large map of southern

California (teacher to provide)

Map of Chumash &

Gabrielino/Tongva territory

(Figure E-1)

Chumash Story (Figure E-2)

or Gabrielino/Tongva Story

(Figure E-3)

Native American Village Mural

Sample (Figure F)

Native American Mural Pictures

(Figure G)

A Part of the Native American

Culture journal page (Figure H)

Journals

Butcher/mural paper

Tape

Black or brown marker

Oh, California

Chapter 2, Lessons 2 &3

The earliest inhabitants of California are the Native Americans.

Two of these groups are the Chumash and the Gabrielino/Tong-

va who lived in the Los Angeles and Santa Monica Mountains

area. These two groups developed similar material cultures (art

objects, tools, weapons, etc.), but their languages and religions

were distinct. Descendants of both groups live throughout

southern California today.

This activity is the first of three pre-visit activity murals the

students will create. Students are given a piece of the mural

that will be added as a story is read. Gradually the village

appears on the mural while students learn important cultural

aspects of either the Chumash people or the Gabrielino / Tong-

va people and these groups' relationship with the land.

Two different stories are included with this activity. One
focuses on the Chumash culture and the other focuses on

the Gabrielino/Tongva culture. Choose one of these Native

American groups to learn about and use that story for the

activity. You may want to choose the story of the group that

occupied the area where your students live. The Chumash
occupied the area from San Luis Obispo to Malibu Canyon
on the coast and inland as far as the western edge of the San

Joaquin valley. They also occupied the Santa Barbara Channel

Islands-San Miguel, Santa Rosa, and Santa Cruz. The Gabrielino

/Tongva occupied the area from Topanga Canyon on the north-

west coast to Newport Bay in the south and inland to the base

of the San Gabriel Mountains including the Los Angeles, San

Gabriel, Rio Hondo, and Santa Ana River drainages. They also

occupied the islands of San Clemente, San Nicolas and Santa

Catalina.

Anticipation

Show an enlarged southern California map to the students that includes where they are,

the area that includes the city of Los Angeles and the Santa Monica Mountains. Point out

the coastline from Santa Barbara all the way down along the Santa Monica Mountains and

into the Los Angeles area.

16



P T e -Visit Activities Mural One: A Native American Village

Pre-Planmng

Display a large map of south-

ern California so that all the

students can see it.

Use the Map of Chumash &

Gabrielino/ Tongva territory

to become familiar with which

areas were Chumash and

Gabrielino/ Tongva.

Decide whether to read the

Chumash Story or the Gabrie-

lino/Tongva Story. You may

want to choose the story of

the Native American group

that was dominant in the

location of your school.

Read through the story to

become familiar with it.

Cut a 2' X 4' (approximately)

piece of butcher paper and

display it in the classroom so

that all the students can see it

and reach it.

Make copies ofA Part of

the Native American Culture

journal page.

Make copies of the mural

pictures and cut them out

without the labels.

Note: If you desire, using the mural

sample, place the mural pictures on the

mural paper ahead of time and mark with

a pencil where the different pictures might

go. Remove the pictures for use with the

activity. When the students come up to

tfie mural during the story, you can direct

where the pictures go based on your

pencil markings.

Ask the students:

Who can tell me what this is a map of?

Who can point out where we are?

Point out to the students the area that they live in was once the home of the Chumash or

Gabrielino/Tongva people.

Place the large sheet of mural paper up on the wall.

Pass out a cut-out mural picture to each student.

Explain that you will be reading a story about the Chumash (or Gabrielino/Tongva) and

how they lived, and as you read the story, they will use the different pictures to create a

village on the mural paper.

Tell them that it is important that they listen carefully to the story to learn the different

things that make up the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) culture. They will come up when their

picture is explained and place it up on the mural.

Procedure
Part I

1

.

Read the story.

2. As you come to the appropriate spots in the story, have students place their picture on

the mural. Use Figure Fas a guide for placing the pictures.

3. After the mural is complete, ask the students:

a. What is an example, from the mural, of the Native American culture?

b. How is that culture influenced by the land?

Part II

1

.

Pass out the A Part of the Native American Culture journal pages.

2. Have students:

a. Write what picture they added to the mural.

b. Draw the picture.

c. Describe what significance it had to the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva).

d. Write how it is used today, or how it has been replaced by something similar.

e. Draw his or her version of the village.

17
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Figure E-1-

Map of Chumash &
Gabrielino/Tongva Territory

Bakersfield

North

o.

Barstow

Lancaster

Topanga

Canyon

G abri e / / n ,

Tongv a

Los Angeles

Santa Catalina Island

Riverside
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Chumash Story

P' m F 0- ^n9 a9 '

^e^ore ^ere were c 't 'es ^u " °^ buildings, Pavec* streets anc
'
cars

>

tne 'anc
^
a 'on9™

the California coastal range mountains through the Santa Monica Mountains and inland

Chumash Story va lleyS was C0Vered with native plants and home to numerous animals. It was on this land

Page 1 of 5 that the Chumash lived for thousands of years. The Chumash were closely connected to the

land because it provided them with everything that they needed to live.

Using a black or brown marker, the teacher draws the land as a line from the upper

right end of the mural to the left, gradually sloping down.

Flowing from the mountains and down to the sea are the rivers. The rivers and streams were

important to the Chumash because they provided them with water, plants and animals that

they needed to live. The ocean provided an endless supply of things to eat.

Have the students with the "water" pictures place them on the mural.

All around the land were the mighty oak trees. These trees had large branches with dark

green leaves. The fruit of the oak, the acorn, was one of the most important foods of the

Chumash.

Have the students with the "oak tree" pictures place them on the mural.

Living in the shelter of the oak trees, near a river, stream or the ocean, the Chumash

built their villages. All of Chumash life centered on the village. The main part of the village

consisted of the homes they lived in. The Chumash lived in a house called an ap (pro-

nounced OP). Aps were domed shaped structures made of long, willow tree branches

and green plants called tule that grew along the rivers and streams.

Willow tree branches were cut and placed upright into the ground to form a circle. The tops

were then arched toward the center and secured. Cross pieces of willow were then attached

before thick bundles of tule plant were layered onto the willow frame to form the walls. An

rfe opening was left at the top for a smoke hole and on the side for a door.

These houses were 15 feet to 50 feet in diameter and could house one family or as many as

50 people! The houses were often set up in rows or spaced out with paths in between. The

/ / door was placed where it would avoid the wind.

A , . I Have the students with the "ap" pictures (with no smoke coming out of the smoke hole)

ywd/t^l ^\placethem on the mural.

^M
19



P re- Visit Activities Mural One: A Native American Village

Page 2 of 5

FiQUfQ E-2- The largest and best situated ap was the chief's. The chief, or wot (rhymes with BOAT)

Chumash Story
'ie 'a' one °^ ^e ^$hes\ socia

'
positions of the village. This position was hereditary (passed

on through the family) and could be held by either a man or a woman. Every village had at

least one wot who was the leader and maintained the peace and justice of that village.

Have the student with the "wot's ap" picture (larger with smoke coming out of the

smoke hole) place it on the mural.

Usually located near the wot's ap was the largest storehouse. Storehouses were used to

keep food. They were large baskets held above the ground by poles to keep animals out.

The largest held acorns. This acorn "granary" could hold as much as 1 ,000 pounds of

acorns.

Have the student with the "granary" picture place it on the mural.

Another feature of the village was the ceremonial dance ground. This was a semicircular

area surrounded by a fence of tule mats. It was here that dancing and religious ceremonies

took place.

Have the student with the "ceremonial dance ground" picture place it on the mural.

Located within the ceremonial dance grounds was a sacred house called a siliyik

(pronounced SILIYUK). It was here that many of the Chumash rituals (ceremonies) were

performed during festivals. Festivals were spiritual celebrations. Traditional Chumash

believed in spirits and that the elements of Earth and sky provided them with food, water

and heat from the sun. The spirits also provided wood and stone and helped the people to

hunt. The people knew the seasons of the year by the stars. All of the natural world was an

intimate part of their spiritual beliefs.

One festival honored the sun and took place during the winter solstice - the shortest day

of the year. It was a time to even out wealth, so baskets of food were given to the poor.

On the second day of this festival, a sun stick was set up in the center of the ceremonial

dance ground. It was about a foot and a half tall with a round stone disk attached on top.

The disk was painted with twelve sun rays. The stick was placed so that it would cast a

circular shadow on the ground. The ceremonial leader, called a paxaa (pronounced PAHA),

tapped the top of the sun stick while saying ceremonial words to pull the sun back toward

the Earth to ensure good weather and harvest in the coming year.

Have the student with the "sun stick" picture place it on the mural.

u
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P r e -Visit Activities Mural One: A Native American Village

Figure E-2-

Chumash Story f£u& Music and dancing were a large part of the different religious ceremonies. Music included

Page 3 of 5 cJD son9s anc
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whistles, clappers and rattles. These

instruments are made of wood and bone and beautifully decorated with abalone shell.

Another sound-making instrument was the bullroarer. This small, flat piece of wood, with

a long cord attached, makes a low buzzing noise when swung around in the air, over the

head.

Have the students with the "rattle and bullroarer" (no people) pictures place them on

the mural.

Near each village site was a burial ground. It was usually located on top of hills or raised

areas. Each gravesite was marked by a tall, painted pole. The pole usually had something

that represented the person buried there. For example, a basket might be hung on the pole

of a basket maker.

Have the student with the "burial ground" picture come up and place it on the mural.

Another feature of the village was the sweathouse, which was used mainly by Chumash

men. It was a dome-shaped structure made of woven branches and mud with a smoke

hole near the top. Chumash men would descend a ladder-like pole to enter the sweathouse

through the smoke hole. They would build a fire inside and sit around it to sweat. The men

would sweat to feel good and clean, help with healing, or before going on a hunt, would

sweat and then rub themselves with herbs and oils to hide their human smell. Then they

would leave the sweathouse and run into the ocean or river to cool off.

Have the student with the "sweathouse" picture place it on the mural.

The Chumash loved to play games. Games of kickball, shinny, hoop and pole, and others

were played on a large playing field. It was a flat, cleared area with a short wooden fence.

Have the student with the "playing field" picture place it on the mural.

The Chumash loved to gamble. One game was called pi (pronounced PUH). The game

is played with six walnut shell halves filled with tar (asphaltum) and decorated with pieces

of abalone shell. One of the players tosses the walnuts (like dice) into a flat basket and
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predicts whether they will fall with an even or odd number of walnuts flat-side up. Counting

sticks are used as awards for correct guessing. The player ending with all the counting

sticks wins. Winning was believed to show a person's skill, power and knowledge. The

Chumash did not believe in chance.

Have the student with the "game of pi" (no people)

picture come up and place it on the mural.

All around the village were special work areas. Members of the village were skilled and

artistic craftspeople. Some were the toolmakers, who used a variety of materials. Some

tools, such as knives and arrowheads, were made of stone. Animal bone was used to make

needles, awls and fishhooks. Wood was carved into bowls, plates and harpoons for fishing,

and shells were used to make fishhooks, dishes and jewelry.

Have the student with the "tools" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

Some Chumash women were skilled at basketmaking. Baskets were used in just about

every aspect of daily life. Baskets were used for collecting, carrying, preparing and storing

food. They also were used as plates and bowls, for carrying different items, playing games

and much more. The baskets were made using plant fibers from plants such as the willow,

juncus, tule and grasses. Chumash basketry is among the most outstanding of North

American Indians.

Have the student with the "basket" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

Another area of activity was where foods were prepared. The Chumash were hunters and

gatherers. They did not plant any crops. Everything they needed for food came from the

plants and animals in the area and from the rivers and ocean. The animals that were hunted

with bows and arrows, slings, throwing sticks and snares included the rabbit, deer and

squirrel. The plant foods that were gathered included cattails from the river, chia seeds

from the sage plant, and fruits of the toyon and elderberry plants. The most important

food gathered was acorns from the oak trees. Different plants were gathered depending

on the time of year. Acorns were gathered in the fall, while young green plants were

gathered in the spring.

Foods were prepared in a variety of ways. For the preparation of acorns, first, the outer

shell and cap are removed by placing the acorn on a flat stone and cracking it open with a
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large oval stone before storing it in a basket to dry. Once dry, the acorns are crushed using

a stone mortar and pestle. Water is then poured over the acorn meal repeatedly until the

bitter-tasting tannic acid is washed or leached out. The acorn meal is then ready for cook-

ing. A mortar is like a stone bowl that holds the dried acorns, and the pestle is a long, club-

shaped stone that is held in the hand and used to smash and grind the acorns.

Have the student with the "mortar & pestle" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

The richest and most respected of the craftspeople were the plank boat builders. This

special group of Chumash, the only ones who knew how to make these boats, were called

"The Brotherhood of the Tomol (pronounced TOMOL)."

The plank boat was called a tomol. The tomol was unique because it was made of boards

sewn together. The tomol allowed the Chumash to travel on the ocean to fish, hunt for

seals and sea lions, and trade goods with people on the nearby islands. Driftwood is cut

into planks, shaped with various tools and sanded down with sharks' skin. The planks are

fitted together and held in place with tar (asphaltum). Holes are drilled and the planks are

tied together using rope made from plants. The boat builders then make the tomol water-

proof by painting it with a mixture of tar and pine sap. Finally, they decorate it with pieces

of abalone shell. When finished, tomols were up to 30 feet long and could hold 12 people.

Have the student with the "tomol" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

What did the Chumash look like and what did they wear? Chumash women wore skirts of

tule, grasses, or deerskin decorated with shells. Men usually wore nothing except a woven

belt to hold tools and food. In cold weather, men and women wore capes made from deer,

rabbit or bear skins. They usually were barefoot, but they did make sandals from tree bark,

plants or deer hide. They adorned themselves with shell bead necklaces as well as brace-

lets and earrings of bone, wood and shell. Nose rods also were worn. The men used hair-

pins made from bone and wood to keep their hair in place. Both men and women used

tatooing and body paints for decoration, sunscreen and celebrations.

Have the students with the "Chumash people"

pictures place them on the mural.
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that the Gabrielino/Tongva lived for thousands of years. The Gabrielino/ Tongva were close-

ly connected to the land because it provided them with everything that they needed to live.

Using a black or brown marker, the teacher draws the land as a line from the upper

right end of the mural to the left, gradually sloping down.

Flowing from the mountains and down to the sea are the rivers. The rivers and streams

were important to the Gabrielino/Tongva because they provided them with water, plants

and animals that they needed to live. The ocean provided an endless supply of things

to eat.

Have the students with the "water" pictures place them on the mural.

All around the land were the mighty oak trees. These trees had large branches with dark

green leaves. The fruit of the oak, the acorn, was one of the most important foods of the

Gabrielino/Tongva.

Have the students with the "oak tree" pictures place them on the mural.

Living in the shelter of the oak trees, near a river, stream or the ocean, the Gabrielino/

Tongva built their villages. All of Gabrielino/Tongva life centered on the village. The main

part of the village consisted of the homes they lived in. The Gabrielino/Tongva lived in a

house called a kiiy (pronounced KEY). Kiiys were domed shaped structures made of long,

willow tree branches and green plants called tule that grew along the rivers and streams.

Willow tree branches were cut and placed upright into the ground to form a circle. The

tops were then arched toward the center and secured. Cross pieces of willow were then

attached before thick bundles of tule plant were layered onto the willow frame to form the

walls. An opening was left at the top for a smoke hole and on the side for a door.

These houses were 15 feet to 50 feet in diameter and could house one family or as many

as 50 people! The houses were often set up in rows or spaced out with paths in between.

The door was placed where it would avoid the wind.

Have the students with the "kiiy" pictures (with no smoke coming out of the smoke

hole) come up and place them on the mural.
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The largest and best situated kiiy was the chief's. The chief, or tomyaar (pronounced

TOMEYAR) held one of the highest social positions of the village. This position was

hereditary (passed on through the family) and could be held by either a man or a woman.

Every village had at least one tomyaar who was the leader and maintained the peace and

justice of that village.

-+^4^ Have the student with the "tomyaar's kiiy" picture (larger with smoke coming out of

<v^. the smoke hole) place it on the mural.

Usually located near the tomyaar's kiiy was the largest storehouse. Storehouses were used

to keep food. They were large baskets held above the ground by poles to keep animals out.

The largest held acorns. This "granary" could hold as much as 1,000 pounds of acorns.

Have the student with the "granary" picture place it on the mural.

Another feature, located in the center of the village, was the ceremonial dance ground.

Surrounding the dance ground were the homes of the chief and the elite followed by those

of the other community members. This was an open, circular area surrounded by a fence of

tule mats or willow branches. It was here that dancing and religious ceremonies took place.

Have the student with the "ceremonial dance ground" picture place it on the mural.

Located within the ceremonial dance ground was an unroofed sacred house called a

yovaar (pronounced YOVAR). It was here that the many Gabrielino/Tongva rituals

(ceremonies) were performed during festivals. Festivals were part of spiritual celebrations.

Every aspect of a Gabrielino/Tongva's life was touched by spiritual beliefs. Traditional

Gabrielino/Tongva believed in a God and many spirits that controlled the powers of the

universe. Festivals were held each season to bring the people closer to the spirit world.

The festivals followed the phases of the moon and the rising and setting of the sun.

One of the seasonal festivals honored the sun and took place at the winter solstice-the

shortest day of the year. On the second day of the ceremony a sun stick was set up in

the center of the ceremonial dance ground. It was about a foot and a half tall with a

round stone disk attached on top. The disk was painted with twelve sun rays. The stick

was placed so that it would cast a circular shadow on the ground. The religious leader,

called a paxaa (pronounced PAHA), tapped the top of the sun stick while saying cere-

monial words to pull the sun back toward the Earth to ensure good weather and harvest

in the coming year.

Have the student with the "sun stick" picture place it on the mural.
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Music and dancing were a large part of the different religious ceremonies. Music in-

cluded songs and chants and sounds made by flutes, whistles, clappers and rattles.

These instruments are made of wood and bone and beautifully decorated with abalone

shell. Another sound-making instrument was the bullroarer. This small, flat piece of wood,

with a long cord attached, makes a low buzzing noise when swung around in the air over

the head.

Have the students with the "rattle and bullroarer" (no people) pictures place them on

the mural.

Located near each village was a burial ground. Although the Gabrielino/Tongva were

buried, they were often cremated with their belongings before burial. In some burial

grounds, each gravesite was marked by a large piece of engraved stone or a tall,

painted pole. The pole usually had something that represented the person buried

there. For example, a basket might be hung on the pole of a basket maker.

Have the student with the "burial ground" picture place it on the mural.

u-^"«C X

Another feature of the village was the sweathouse, which was used mainly by Gabrielino/

Tongva men. It was a dome-shaped structure made of woven branches and mud with a

smoke hole near the top. Gabrielino/Tongva men would descend a ladder-like pole to enter

the sweathouse through the smoke hole. They would build a fire inside and sit around it to

sweat. The men would sweat to feel good and clean, help with healing, or, before going on

a hunt, would sweat and then rub themselves with herbs and oils to hide their human smell.

Then they would leave the sweathouse and run into the ocean or river to cool off.

Have the student with the "sweathouse" picture place it on the mural.

Gabrielino/Tongva loved to play games. Games of kickball, shinny, hoop and pole, and

others were played on a large playing field. It was a flat, cleared area with a short wooden

fence.

Have the student with the "playing field" picture place it on the mural.

The Gabrielino/Tongva love to gamble. One game was called kumaskkihuat (pronounced

KUMASKIWAT). The game is played with six walnut shell halves filled with tar (asphaltum)

and decorated with pieces of abalone shell. One of the players tosses the walnuts (like
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ending with all the counting sticks wins. Winning was believed to show a person's skill,

Paoe 4 of 5y power and knowledge. The Gabrielino/Tongva did not believe in chance.

Have the student with the "game of kumaskkihuat" (no people) picture come up and

place it on the mural.

All around the village were special work areas. The different members of the village were

skilled and artistic craftspeople. Some were the toolmakers, who used a variety of ma-

terials. Some tools, such as knives and arrowheads, were made of stone. Animal bone

was used to make needles, awls and fishhooks. Wood was carved into bowls, plates

and harpoons for fishing, and shells were used to make fishhooks, dishes and jewelry.

Have the student with the "tools" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

Some Gabrielino/Tongva woman were skilled at basketmaking. Baskets were used in just

about every aspect of daily life. Baskets were used for collecting, carrying, preparing and

storing food. They also were used as plates and bowls, for carrying different items, playing

games and much more. The baskets were made using plant fibers from plants such as

willow shoots, juncus and grasses.

Have the student with the "basket" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

Another area of activity was where foods were prepared. The Gabrielino/Tongva were

hunters and gatherers. They did not plant any crops. Everything they needed for food

came from the plants and animals in the area and from the rivers and ocean. The animals

that were hunted with bows and arrows, slings, throwing sticks and snares included the

rabbit, deer, and squirrel. The plant foods that were gathered included chia seeds, holly-

leafed cherry, as well as roots and nuts. The most important food gathered was acorns

from the oak trees. Different plants were gathered depending on the time of year. Acorns

were gathered in the fall, while young green plants were gathered in the spring.

Foods were prepared in a variety of ways. For the preparation of acorns, first, the outer

shell and cap are removed by placing the acorn on a flat stone and cracking it open with a

large oval stone before storing it in a basket to dry. Once dry, the acorns are crushed using
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a stone mortar and pestle. Water is then poured over the acorn meal repeatedly until

the bitter tannic acid is washed or leached out. The acorn meal is then ready for cooking.

A mortar is like a stone bowl that holds the dried acorns, and the pestle is a long, club-

shaped stone that is held in the hand and used to smash and grind the acorns.

Have the student with the "mortar & pestle" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

The richest and most respected of the craftspeople were the plank boat builders. The

knowledge of this craft was held only by certain families.

The plank boat was called a tiat (pronounced 77/47). The tiat was unique because it was

made of boards sewn together. This boat allowed the Gabrielino/Tongva to travel on the

ocean to fish, hunt for seals and sea lions and trade goods with people on the nearby

islands. The tiat is made from driftwood that is cut into planks, shaped with various tools

and sanded down with sharks' skin. The planks are fitted together and held in place with

tar (asphaltum). Holes are drilled, and the planks are tied together using rope made from

plants. The boat builders then make the tiat waterproof by painting it with a mixture of tar

and pine sap. Finally, they decorated it with pieces of abalone shell. When finished, the

tiats were up to 30 feet long and could hold 12 people.

Have the student with the "tiat" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

What did the Gabrielino/Tongva look like and what did they wear? Gabrielino/Tongva

women wore skirts of tule, grasses, or deerskin decorated with shells. Men usually wore

nothing except a woven belt to hold tools and food, or a simple hide loincloth. In cold

weather, men and women wore robes made from deer or rabbit skins. They usually were

barefoot, but they did make sandals from yucca bark. They adorned themselves with

flowers and jewelry such as shell bead necklaces, bracelets and earrings of bone, wood

and shell. Nose rods also were worn. The men used hairpins made from bone and wood

to keep their hair in place. Both men and women had facial tattoos and also used body

paints for decoration, sunscreen and celebrations.

Have the students with the "Gabrielino/Tongva people" pictures come up and place

them on the mural.
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Figure H

P re- Visit Activities Mural One: A Native American Village

A Part of the Native American Culture

(

1. What was your picture?

2. What does it look like?

3. Write about your picture and its importance to the Native Americans.

4. How is the item in your picture used today, or is something similar used today?
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5. Draw your own version of the village.
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Nature's Nourishment mtum

Materials

How Many? journal page

(Figure I)

Nature's Recipe journal page

(Figure J)

Acorns (or other nutslseed pods that

can represent acorns) - at least 400

acorns (approximately 2 lbs)

per group of 4-5 students.

Kitchen scale

Paper bOWlS (large enough to hold

300 - 400 acorns), one per group of

4-5 students

Acorn Bread recipe (Figure K)

and ingredients (optional)

Journals

Oh, California

Chapter 2, Lesson 3

Pre-Plannmg

Practice reading the acorn

story to become familiar with it.

Gather acorns* (at least wo per

student) or purchase from

Pacific Western Traders.

305 Wool Street, P.O. Box 95,

Folsom, CA 95630

916-985-3851

(FAX 916-985-2635)

Wed -Sat, 10am-5pmor

Sun, 11am-4pm. *Other types of

nuts, e.g., filberts, can be used, or even

seed pods gathered from local trees.

Some Asian markets carry acorn flour.

Prepare copies of the How
Many? and Nature's Recipe

journal page for each student.

Plan to break up the class into

groups of four to five students.

Gather ingredients and plan to

make acorn bread (optional).

Oak trees grow throughout California, and the fruit, called

an acorn, provided one of the most important foods for all

Native Americans in California including the Chumash and

Gabrielino/Tongva. Both the Chumash and the Gabrielino/

Tongva chose not to practice agriculture. Everything they

needed was provided by the plants and animals around them.

The Coast Live Oak (Quercus agrifolia) and the Valley Oak
(Quercus lobata) provided an abundance of acorns.

This activity begins with a Chumash story of how the oak tree

was given to the Chumash people. It then has students making

predictions and gathering acorns to get an idea of the amount
of acorns needed to feed a family and how important this food

was to the Chumash and Gabrielino/Tongva. After preparing

acorn bread (optional) students are invited to write their own
recipe using different plants and animals.

Anticipation

Reintroduce to the students the importance of the acorn to the Chumash and Gabrielino/

Tongva. You may want to invite the students who had the "oak tree" or "mortar & pestle"

pictures to tell the class what they remember.

Read to the students the following Chumash oak tree story by Charlie Cooke, Hereditary

Chief of the Chumash:

At the time of the Rainbow Bridge, when the Chumash lived on the coastal islands,

Hutash-Mother Earth, created a long, high rainbow. She asked the people if they

would like to leave the island, cross the rainbow and go to the mainland.

When they arrived, the foods were different and the people weren't sure what to eat.

So Mother Earth and Father Sky created the oak tree.

They told the people what to do with the oak tree. How to take the acorn—the fruit of

the oak— and prepare it to eat. The acorn became the staple food of all the Chumash

people.

That is why, as long as there is an oak tree, there still will be Chumash.

Discuss the story.

Ask the students: What does the moral of the story mean: As long as there is an oak

tree, there still will be Chumash?
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Procedure
Part I

1

.

Divide the class into groups of four to five students.

2. Explain that each group represents one Chumash (or Gabrielino/ Tongva) family.

3. Explain that the families would gather acorns in the fall of each year. They would gather

enough acorns to prepare, store and use for the whole year.

4. Pass out the How Many? journal page.

5. Ask the students to write a prediction for the following questions (They may share their

^"^ "***<
ideas with the rest of their group):

J/1 v (\ a - How many P°uncls of acorns d° y°u foink one fem/// needed to gather to fulfill their

#/M* r»~ \ needs for one year?

wvuw
b. How many pounds of acorns do you think one average-sized tree could provide in

a season?

6. Pass out a paper bowl to each group of students.

7. Scatter acorns (or other nuts/pods) all around the classroom.

8. Instruct the groups to carefully "gather" as many of the acorns as they can, carefully

placing them in the paper bowl.

9. Ask the groups to predict how many pounds of acorns they gathered. Write their

prediction on their worksheet.

10. Go around to each group and weigh their bowl of acorns. Have them write the results

on their worksheets. (Each bowl should weigh approximately 2 lbs.)

11. Once all the groups have weighed their bowl, give them the answers to the first two

questions:

a. How many pounds of acorns do you think one family needed to gather to fulfill their

needs for one year? Answer: An average of 500 pounds a year.

b.How many pounds of acorns do you think one average-sized tree could provide in a

season? Answer: An average tree could produce 140 pounds a year.

12. Have the groups write the answers on their worksheets and continue to figure out the

rest of the questions as a group. If needed, explain how to find the difference.

13. After all the groups are finished, discuss the results. Explain that the Chumash and

Gabrielino/Tongva needed to gather much more than all of the groups' acorns combined.

Figure out how many times what they gathered would equal 500 pounds.
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Part II

1

.

Describe the steps the Chumash and Gabrielinc/Tongva used to prepare acorns:

a. Remove cap and outer shell of the acorns.

b. Dry out acorn kernels in storage granaries.

c. Pound acorn kernels with stone mortar and pestle into a meal.

d. In basket or shallow pit lined with leaves, pour water over acorn meal repeatedly until

the bitter tannic acid washes/leaches out.

e. Mix the acorn meal with water in a watertight basket.

f. Cook acorn meal by stirring hot stones in the mixture.

g. Remove the stones.

h. Eat the thick acorn soup by scooping it out with mussel shell spoons.

2. On their worksheets, have the students number the steps to prepare the acorn.

3. Optional: Prepare acorn bread using the recipe on Figure K.

Part III

1

.

Explain to the students that everything the Chumash and Gabrielino/Tongva ate

came directly from the land. This included many types of seeds, fruits and berries

such as, elderberry, blackberries, prickly pear, pine nuts, chia seeds, grass seeds

and wildflower seeds. They gathered bulbs and roots of plants, mushrooms, tree

fungi, yucca and seaweed. They hunted various animals for meat, including sea

mammals, fish, quail, rabbit and deer. They did not plant crops.

2. Pass out the Nature's Recipe journal pages.

3. Have the students complete the recipe activity.

4. Have students share their made-up recipes with the class.
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How Many '<

Prediction

7
p

Actual Difference

How many pounds of acorns

did one family need to gather

to fulfill their needs for one year?

How many pounds of acorns

did one average-sized tree

provide in a season?

How many pounds of acorns

did your group collect?

How many more pounds would your group need to gather?.

How many trees would your group need to fulfill your family's acorn needs for one

year?

Using the "families" in your classroom, how many trees in a oak grove would be

needed?

How To Prepare Acorns
Put the following in numerical order:

Eat the thick acorn soup by scooping it out with mussel shell spoons.

Cook acorn meal by stirring hot stones in the mixture.

Dry out acorn kernels in storage granaries.

Pour water over acorn meal repeatedly, until the bitter tannic acid washes out.

Remove cap and outer shell of the acorns.

Mix the acorn meal with water in a watertight basket.

Remove the stones.

Pound acorn kernels with stone mortar and pestle into a meal.
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Nature's Recipe
I

Figure J

Words to Use:

•Mix

• Pour

• Blend

• Grind

•Bake

• Cook

•Add

Ingredient Choices:

' Acorn

Chia seeds

Pine nuts

Blackberries

Black Walnuts

Toyon berries

Yucca flower

Cattail roots

Seaweed

Wild onions

Deer meat

Rabbit meat

Abalone

Crab

Fish

Bird eggs

Quail meat

Water

You are a Native American child who was born and raised here. You are very familiar with

this land. It is a part of your life. Your people are so knowledgeable about the land that they

have developed a method to get rid of the bitter tannic acid from the acorn—one of your

most important foods.

Everything you eat is gathered or hunted from the land. Below is a list of ingredients found

near your village. Come up with your own recipe using whatever ingredients you choose.

Name your new recipe!

MY RECIPE

Recipe Name

Ingredients

Directions
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Acorn Bread m modem way

Figure K 1

.

Shell dry acorns (it takes 200 cracked acorns to make 1 cup of acorn meal)

2. Use a blender to grind acorns into fine flour.

3. Put acorn flour into a muslin-lined colander (cheesecloth is too porous).

4. Place into a sink and run warm water through the flour until the bitterness is gone.

Stirring gently will speed up the process.

5. Shape the meal into pancake-like patties (about 1 1/2" thick) while flour is still moist.

6. Fry without oil on a coated pan.

Acorn flour may be dried and stored in a freezer.

This flour may be used in place of regular flour in cookie recipes.
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Coming to Alta California introducing a culture

Materials

Chart paper or chalkboard

Marker or chalk

Letter from the King of Spain

(Figure L)

My Map into Ma California

journal page (Figure M)

My Mission Map journal page

(Figure N)

Journals

Oh, California:

Chapter 3, Lesson 2

Pre-Planmng

Make a copy of the Letter from

the King of Spain.

Have the chalkboard or chart

paper ready to record student

responses.

Prepare copies of the My Map

into Ma California and My
Mission Map worksheets for

each student's journal.

It was not until almost 150 years after explorers had claimed

California for Spain in 1542, that the King of Spain decided to

make California a part of the Spanish empire. Having learned

that Russians wanted to move their fur-trading activities down
into the region, he decided to have settlements established

throughout California. This would ensure the land belonged to

Spain. Jose de Galvez, an official to the King of Spain, was asked

to arrange the expeditions into Alta California. Galvez decided

that missions and presidios would be the first settlements.

Father Junipero Serra was chosen to establish the missions.

Father Serra was anxious to convert the Native Americans to

Christianity, teach them the skills of Spanish life, and have

them become Spanish citizens.

This activity begins by asking the students to be Spanish

missionaries and decide what from their culture they would
bring with them to California. They then map their way to the

Santa Monica Mountains area and create a blueprint map of

their mission.

Anticipation

Invite the students to pretend with you. Tell them Jose de Galvez, who is the special

representative for the King of Spain, has sent Father Junipero Serra to Alta California from

Mexico. This is because of a letter from the King of Spain with a special request. Read the

letter.

Explain to the students that Father Serra was very excited about the opportunity to

teach the Native Americans the Spanish culture and to convert them to Christianity. He

has gone into Alta California and started a chain of missions along the California coast.

You are invited to travel into Alta California and help establish a mission north of the

Santa Monica Mountains.

Explain to the students that together you are going to explore how the missionaries

got here and what they brought with them.
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Procedure
Part I

1

.

Explain to the students that they are going to a place that they have never been before.

It has no food that is familiar. There are no farms, stores, churches or homes. There are no

medicines or supplies. To you, as the Spanish, it is wild, open land.

2. Ask the students: What should we bring with us?

3. Chart their responses. You may want to prompt them with questions such as:

a. What do you like to eat? (bring seeds, plant stock, trees, etc.)

b. What will you use to cook? (pots, pans, utensils, etc.)

c. What will you use for a home? (bring adobe molds, etc.)

d. How will you get there? (burros, oxen, carretas, etc.)

4. Ask the students:

a. Are we bringing our culture with us?

b. What represents our culture?

Part II

1

.

Pass out the My Map into Alta California journal pages.

2. Have the students follow the map exercise to get to Alta California.

Part III

1

.

Pass out the My Mission Map journal pages.

2. Explain to students what a map legend is and give examples. Using their journal pages,

have students create a legend and draw on the map to create their own plan for the

mission.

3. Ask the students:

a. Where did the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) get their food?

b. What was their main food source?

c. Where did the missionaries get their food?

d. How did the missionaries' culture change the land?
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Figure L - Dear Jose de Galvez,

Letter from the King of Spain

I am concerned. I have heard reports that

there have been Russians on hunting explora-

tions in Alta California. We must keep them

out of California. If the Russians move into

California, who would own it then? What if

other countries come and try to claim it?

We must build Spanish towns in California.

We must show other countries that this part

of the New World belongs to Spain!

I am asking you to send an expedition of

Spanish people into California to start

settlements throughout the area, and claim

it for Spain!

Carlos III

King of Spain
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My Map into Alta California

Figure M-
N

Instructions

1a. Draw a line from Baja

California to Mission San

Diego de Alcala in Alta

California.

1b. In what direction will you

travel?

2a. Draw a line from Mission

San Diego de Alcala to

Mission San Gabriel Arcangel .

2b. In what direction will you

travel?

3a. Draw a line from San

Gabriel Arcangel to the

northern Santa Monica

Mountains area.

3b. What is the name of the

Native American group closest

to you?

4a. Draw a line from the Santa

Monica Mountains northwest

to the cross.

4b. This will be the site of

Mission San Buenaventura.

Legend
=jj> Mission

AjMWF%> Mountains

Ch umash Native American

Group

Salinan

Alta

California

IT Mission Santa Barbara

.t
Chumash

Santa Monica

Mountains

if Mission San Fernando

if Mission San Gabriel Arcangel

Gabrielino

Iuam New Spain
Luiseno

Ipai

T Mission San Diego de Alcala
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Figure N

My Mission Map

Using the legend, create symbols and draw them on the mission outline below.

Create your own plan for the mission. Feel free to add other things to your map.

Legend

River.

Orchards:

Grain fields:

Fountain:

Cemetery:

Workshops:

Guest quarters:

Padres quarters:

Indians quarters:

Kitchen:

Storehouse:

CHURCH

Bell Tower
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Materials

Butcher/Mural paper

Mission Story (Figure 0)

Mission Mural Sample

(Figure P)

Mission Mural Pictures (Fig. Q)

A Part of the Mission Culture

journal page (Figure R)

Journals

Tape

Black or brown marker

Oh, California

Chapter 3, Lessons 2,3, & 4

Pre-Plannmg

Cut a 2' X 4' piece of butcher

paper. Display it in the class-

room so that all the students

can see and reach it.

Make photocopies of the mural

pictures; cut out without labels.

Read through the mission story

to become familiar with it.

Note: Depending on whether you used the

Chumash story or the Gabrielino/ Tongva

story will determine which group you refer

to in the mission story.

If you desire, using the mural sample, place

the mural pictures on the mural paper

ahead of time and mark where the different

pictures might go with a pencil. Remove

the pictures for use with the activity. When

the students come up to the mural during

the story, you can direct where the pictures

go based on your pencil markings.

Make photocopies of the

A Part of the Mission Culture

journal page.

Mural Two: n»«fe*n

About 200 years ago, Spanish soldiers and priests came to

California, including the lands of the Chumash (Gabrielino

/Tongva). They brought the Spanish culture with them and

changed the land forever. The mission priests wanted to teach

the Native Americans the Spanish way of life, the Catholic

religion and have them live and work on the missions and

eventually become Spanish citizens.

This activity is the second of three pre-visit activity murals the

students will create. Students are given a piece of the mural that

will be added as a story is read. Gradually the Spanish mission

appears on the mural while students learn important aspects of

the mission culture, its relationship with the land, and the effect

it had on the Chumash and Gabrielino /Tongva.

Anticipation

Ask the students:

What do you remember about our mural story of the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva)

village?

What are some of the parts of the mural you remember?

Explain to the students that about 200 years ago, soldiers and missionaries came into

California and the lands of the Chumash and Gabrielino/Tongva to establish pueblos,

presidios and missions.

Place the large sheet of mural paper on the wall.

Pass out a cut-out mural picture to each student.

Explain that you will be reading a story about the missionaries and how they came to

this area and how they lived. As you read the story, they will use the different pictures to

create a mission on the mural paper.

Tell them that it is important that they listen carefully to the story to learn the different

things that made up the mission culture. They will come up when their picture is explained

and place it on the mural.
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<

Procedure
Part I

1

.

Read the mission story.

2. As you come to the appropriate spots in the script, have students place their picture on

the mural. Use Figure P as a guide for placing the pictures.

3. After the mural is complete, explain to the students that the missionaries wanted the

Indian people to be healthy and content with their completely new life. Unfortunately,

thousands of Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) died as a result of this new life. One of the

sad and unanticipated effects of the mission system was the huge population loss of the

Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) people!

What might have caused this to happen? (Poor working and living conditions, foreign

diseases for which they had no immunity, from too great a change in their diet, and from

the loss of their way of life. All of this led to feelings of hopelessness and they sometimes

lost their will to live.)

4. Ask the students:

a. What is an example, from the mural, of the mission culture?

b. How is the culture of the missionaries influenced by the land?

c. How is this culture different from that of the Native Americans?

Part I

1

.

Pass out the A Part of the Mission Culture journal pages.

2. Have students:

a. Write what picture they added to the mural.

b. Draw the picture.

c. Describe what significance it had to the mission.

d. Write how it is used today, or how it has been replaced by something.

e. Draw their own version of the mission.
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Figure 0-

Mission Story

Page 1 of 4

Mission Story

Starting in 1769 expeditions of soldiers and missionaries from New Spain (what we know as

Mexico), came up to a place they called "Alta California." They traveled into the land of the

Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva). They planned to establish their missions here and teach the

Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) the ways of the Catholic church and claim the land for the

King of Spain. The Spanish did not appreciate or respect the American Indian way of life.

They thought that Native American beliefs were evil or bad. They saw the Spanish way of life

and the Spanish beliefs as the only correct and right way.

Using a black or brown marker, the teacher draws the land as a line from the upper

right end of the mural to the left, gradually sloping down. Place the "small Native

American village" on the far right.

Flowing from the mountains and down to the sea are the rivers. The rivers and streams were

important to thewnissionaries because they needed water for drinking, cooking and washing,

but they also needed it to raise their food crops and water their animals.

Have the students with the "water" pictures place them on the mural.

All around the land were the mighty oak trees. The missionaries passed under these trees

not knowing the valuable food source they were to the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva). They,

instead, brought with them other trees such as olive, apple, pear and fig trees to provide

themselves with oil and fruit. They planted these trees in orchards.

Have the students with the "oak tree" and "orchard" pictures place them on the mural.

Ji %/? —WSUs.

The Spanish built a mission near a Native American village. With the help of local Chumash

(Gabrielino/Tongva) laborers, they built the mission with bricks made from adobe clay, sand,

straw and water.

The mixture was poured into rectangle-shaped, wooden molds and spread out to dry in the

sun. Once baked and hard, the molds were removed, and the bricks were used to form the

walls of the mission. Plaster, made of limestone, was used to cover the adobe, making the

mission walls hard and waterproof. Wood beams were used to hold up the ceilings. Roofs

first were made of tule and/or cariso plant mats and later were made of clay tile.

Have the student with the "main mission" picture (L-shaped) place it on the mural.

The mission consisted of a group of buildings constructed around a center courtyard. One of

the buildings was a living space for the padres. The padres were the most important figures
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Figure 0-

Mission Story

Page 2 of 4

in the mission. They were the priests whose job it was to manage the work of the mission

and to teach the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) to be good Christians and Spanish subjects.

Have the student with the "padres' quarters" picture (one side) place it on the mural.

Another building of the mission was the church. The church is the place where the padres

and their followers worshipped their Christian God. It is here that the padres held church

services, performed baptisms, and other religious ceremonies.

Have the student with the "church" picture place it on the mural.

Two of the main symbols of the mission church were the cross and bells. Once land was

claimed by the padre to establish a mission, one of the first tasks was to raise a large

wooden cross and hang metal bells in a tree.

Have the student with the "bell tower" picture place it on the mural.

Unlike the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) who lived in the nearby village hunting and

gathering food from the land around them, the padres brought wheat, corn and barley

seeds. The Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) who took up mission life learned to farm the

land. They planted the seeds in fields that were cleared and plowed and raised crops to

feed everyone who worked on the mission. This form of raising food was hard work and

was one of the most important tasks of mission life.

Some of the grain was stored in a granary for use in planting new crops.

Have the student with the "grain fields & granary" picture place it on the mural.

Within the mission buildings were special workshop areas. The Chumash (Gabrielino/

Tongva) workers were taught various skills including how to make metal tools such

as plows and hoes. They also learned to tan leather, weave cloth, and make soap

and candles.

Candles were made from melted animal fat, called tallow. Using large metal pots, the

workers melted the tallow and then a candle wheel was set up over the pot. Pieces of

string hung down from the candle wheel, which was turned slowly as melted tallow was

poured over the strings. When the strings were thick with tallow, forming candles, they

were cut from the wheel and ready for use.

Have the student with the "candle wheel" picture place it on the mural.
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Figure 0-

Mission Story

Page 3 of 4

In the spring, wool was sheared from the sheep. It was then washed and prepared before

being spun into wool yarn. Large looms in the weaving workshop were used to weave the

yarn into cloth. Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) women labored to make cloth for blankets

and clothing and robes for the padres.

Have the student with the "loom" picture place it on the mural.

Food was prepared in another mission building. The kitchen was well equipped with stoves

and ovens. Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) women were taught how to make a variety of

foods brought to the area by the Spanish, including tortillas and bread, from the crops of

grain, fruits and vegetables. Some of the food was stored for later use.

Corn was ground similar to the way the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) ground acorns.

However, instead of using a mortar and pestle, the women used a mano & metate to grind

dried kernels of corn into a flour. The flour was then mixed with water and flattened into

round cakes that were cooked on a hot stove. A metate is a flat stone that holds the corn,

and the mano is a long stone that is held in the hands and used to smash and grind the

kernels.

Have the student with the "mano & metate" picture place it on the mural.

Located next to the mission was a cemetery. The cemetery was an area surrounded by a

small wooden fence. Each gravesite was marked with a cross. However, Native American

graves were usually unmarked.

Have the student with the "cemetery" picture place it on the mural.

Sometimes near the mission a presidio was built. A presidio was like a fort where soldiers

lived. The job of the soldiers was to protect the mission and keep Chumash (Gabrielino/

Tongva) workers from leaving. These workers were extremely valuable to the mission

system, which would not have been able to succeed without them. The Chumash

(Gabrielino/Tongva) who worked at the mission were not allowed to live in their native

villages. They had to stay at the mission and follow the missionaries' rules exactly. Some

Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) people stayed at the mission because they believed the

Spanish missionaries had great power. Other Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) did not want

to leave their villages and families. However, when they resisted or tried to run away from

the mission, they were caught by the soldiers. They were whipped and not given food.

Most of the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) workers were baptized and considered to be

Spanish subjects by the missionaries.

Have the student with the "presidio" picture place it on the mural.
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Figure 0-

Mission Story

Page 4 of 4

Many of the young Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) who worked and lived in the mission

brought some of their games with them. In the courtyard and surrounding areas were open

places called plazas. These were areas of relaxation, socialization, and play. Usually in the

center of a plaza was a large water fountain called a fuente.

Have the student with the "fuente" picture place it on the mural.

I

Some games, such as hoop & pole were brought by the Chumash (GabrielinoAbngva)

children. This game involved rolling a stone disk on the ground while players tried to spear

the hole at the center.

Have the student with the "hoop & pole" picture place it on the mural.

The missionaries brought music from their Spanish culture. This included various religious

songs and chants. The missionaries used these songs to teach the Chumash (Gabrielino/

Tongva) about the Christian religion. The missionaries also taught the Chumash (Gabrielino/

Tongva) how to play different instruments, such as the violin and mandolin.

Have the student with the "mandolin" picture place it on the mural.

(

The missionaries brought mules, cattle and sheep. These animals were given areas to

graze and were used for their meat, fat and wool, as well as for transportation. Wooden

carts called carretas were used to haul goods and usually were pulled by oxen.

Have the student with the "carreta" picture place it on the mural.

What did the people of the mission look like and what did they wear? As part of their

religious outfits, the padres wore long robes with hoods. The soldiers wore the typical

uniform of a Spanish soldier: a thick leather vest that was arrow proof, a broad, black hat

and a blue wool coat. Soldiers rode a horse and carried a lance.

The Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) who lived and worked at the mission were not allowed

to wear their native clothing. They wore simple clothes of the Spanish culture made from

woven cloth, such as shirts, pants, skirts and blouses. The native people had to wear

clothes to be "civilized."

Have the students with the "padres" and "Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva)" pictures

place them on the mural.

<
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Figure P -

Mission Mural Sample
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Teacher. Make 4 copies of this page

Figure Q -

Mission Mural Pictures

Page 1 of 4

small Native American village

MLi, ^ -J_^ J~"lt kJI

water

oak tree
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Figure Q -

Mission Mural Pictures

Page 2 of 4

main mission

padres quarters
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Figure Q -

Mission Mural Pictures

Page 3 of 4

loom

mano & metate

<S>

candle wheel

fuente / fountain

t£ I

hoop & pole mandolin carreta Orchard
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Figure Q -

Mission Mural Pictures

Page 4 of 4

cemetery

presidio

padres Chumash or Gabrielino/Tongva
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A Part of the Mission Culture

Figure R 1 . What was your picture?

2. What does it look like?

3. Write about your picture and its importance to the missionaries.

4. How is the item in your picture used today, or is something similar used today?
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Figure H-
Continued

5. Draw your own version of the mission.
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Mural Three:

Materials

Butcher/Mural paper

Rancho Story (Figure S)

Rancho Mural Sample (Fig. T)

Rancho Mural Pictures (Fig. U)

A Part of the Rancho Culture

journal page (Figure V)

Journals Tape

Black or brown marker

Oh, California

Chapter 4, Lessons 1,2, & 3

Pre-Plannmg

Cut a 2' X 4' piece of butcher

paper and display it in the

classroom so that all the

students can see and reach it.

Make photocopies of the mural

pictures and cut them out

without the labels.

Read through the rancho script

to become familiar with it.

Note: Depending on whether you use the

Chumash story or the Gabrielino story will

determine which group you refer to in the

rancho story.

If you desire, using the mural sample,

place the mural pictures on the mural

paper ahead of time and mark where the

different pictures might go with a pencil.

Remove the pictures for use with the

activity. When the students come up to

the mural during the story, you can direct

where the pictures go based on your

pencil markings.

Make photocopies of the A
Part of the Rancho Culture

journal page

After the Mexican War for Independence, the new Mexican

government ordered the missions secularized in Alta California.

The missions became pueblo churches for the Native Americans

and other citizens living in the new communities. The mission

lands were divided up and offered to Mexican settlers as land

grants. The cattle were also divided. This brought a whole new
group of people to California called rancheros. They came to

California to raise cattle.

This activity is the last of three pre-visit activity murals the

students will create. Students are given a piece of the mural

that will be added as a story is read. Gradually the rancho

appears on the mural while students learn important aspects

of the rancho culture, the Rancheros relationship with the land,

and the affect they had on the Chumash and Gabrielino /Tongva

and the mission system.

Anticipation

Ask the students:

What do you remember about our mural story of the mission?

What are some of the parts of the mural you remember?

Explain to the students that a whole new group of people, called rancheros, came to the

land of the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) to raise their cattle.

Place the large sheet of mural paper up on the wall.

Pass out a cut-out mural picture to each student.

Explain that you will be reading a story about the rancheros and how they came to this

area and how they lived. As you read the story, the students will use the different pictures

to create a rancho on the mural paper.

Tell them that it is important that they listen carefully to the story to learn the different

things that made up the rancho culture. They will come up when their picture is explained,

and place it on the mural.
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Procedure
Part I

1. Read the rancho story.

2. As you come to the appropriate spots in the story, have students come up and place

their picture on the mural. Use Figure 7 as a guide for placing the illustrations.

3. After the mural is complete, ask the students:

What is an example, from the mural, of the rancho culture?

What is an example, from the mural, of the mission culture?

What is an example, from the mural, of the Chumash (GabrielinolTongva) culture?

How is the culture of the ranchos influenced by the land?

How is this culture different from the Chumash (GabrielinolTongva)? .

How is this culture different from the missionaries?

Part II

1

.

Pass out the A Part of the Rancho Culture journal pages.

2. Have students:

a. Write what picture they added to the mural.

b. Draw the picture.

c. Describe what significance it had to the ranchos.

d. Write how the item in the picture is used today, or write about something else that

is similar.

e. Draw their own version of the rancho.
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Rancho Story

Figure S-

Rancho Story

Page 1 of 4

Shortly after the missions were founded, settlers from Mexico established ranchos—huge

ranches to raise cattle. These ranchos became large and powerful. In 1821 , New Spain

or Mexico won their independence from Spain and the Mexican Government took over

Spanish lands. By 1834, most missions were secularized (from religious to non-religious

control). Many missions were abandoned. Although mission land was originally going

to be turned over to Mission Indians, it ended up going to private citizens. More people

came to Alta California to establish ranchos. The rancho owners were known as rancheros.

They traveled into the land of the Chumash (GabrielinoATongva) and onto lands where the

missions once prospered. The land was chosen, measured and drawn on a map, called a

diseno, to show which land was claimed.

Using a black or brown marker, the teacher draws the land as a line from the upper right

end of the mural to the left, gradually sloping down. Place the "mission" picture in the

upper right side of the mural.

Flowing from the mountains and down to the sea are the rivers. The rivers and streams

were important to the ranchos because they needed water for drinking, cooking and

washing, but they also needed it to water their thirsty cattle.

Have the student with the "water" picture picture place it on the mural.

All around the land were the mighty oak trees. The rancheros walked through these trees

not knowing the valuable food source they were to the Chumash (GabrielinoATongva). They

walked through the orchards of apple, pear, fig and olive trees and ate the fruit.

Have the students with the "oak tree" & "orchard" pictures place them on the mural.

On the land drawn on their disenos, homes called haciendas were built by the rancheros

and their Chumash (GabrielinoATongva) workers. Many of the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva)

who had once worked on the missions had nowhere to go when the missions closed. The

Mexican land grants took over the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) land and left many no

choice but to work for the rancheros. Having worked on the missions, most of the

Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) were now skilled in the Spanish ways of life, and the

rancheros were dependent on their labor. They helped build the large adobe or clay brick

haciendas that housed them and the family of the ranchero.

The houses were rectangular in shape, with outside doors leading into the different rooms.

A covered porch around the house sheltered the doors and windows.

Have the student with the "hacienda" picture (the plain roof) place it on the mural.
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Figure S-

Rancho Story

Page 2 of 4

A part of the house was the living space of the don. The don was the most important

figure on the rancho. He was the owner of the rancho and the head of the household.

Have the student with the "living space of the don" (second story of the hacienda with

the tile roof) picture place it on the mural.

The main role of the rancho was to raise cattle. This form of agriculture was valuable

because the cattle were used for their skin, called hides, and their fat, called tallow. Ships

came from around the world to trade for hides which would be made into leather products

such as shoes and for tallow that would be made into candles and soap. The rancheros

would trade the hide and tallow for goods they needed, such as fabric, clothes, furniture,

> sugar and spices.

Have the student with the "cattle" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

Some ranchos had thousands of cattle that roamed freely across the land. Many of the

Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) men became vaqueros. They were highly skilled horsemen

or cowboys. Vaqueros were needed to herd and care for the cattle. One of their jobs

was to round up the cattle and brand them. A brand is a metal marker that is heated

and burned into the hide of the cattle to mark them as belonging to the ranchero.

Like the cattle, the horses on the rancho were abundant and roamed free. Favorite horses

and those that were being trained were kept in corrals.

Have the student with the "vaqueros" and "corral" picture place it on the mural.

Horses were also the main transportation for all the rancheros. Even children were taught

at a young age to ride horses.

Have the students with the "horses" (no people) picture place it on the mural.

At this time, there was little land available for the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) to hunt

and gather food. Food crops, such as corn and beans, were planted on the rancho.

These crops were raised to feed everyone who worked and lived on the rancho. Unlike

the missions, the ranchos did not need large agricultural crops. There were farms in the

area to provide the major staple crops.

Some of the grain raised was stored in a granary, and other food was dried and stored

in sheds.

Have the student with the "food crops & granary" picture place it on the mural.
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Figure S-

Rancho Story

Page 3 of 4

Most of the food preparation took place outside near the house. Using the food crops

of fruits and vegetables, as well as beef, Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) women prepared

a variety of Spanish/Mexican foods. The main diet consisted of tortillas, beans and meat.

A dried meat called carne seca was prepared using the beef. One-inch-thick strips of beef

were first placed in salt water to soak for several days. Then the strips were hung on trees

to dry. Once dry, the carne seca could be stored and used later. It was a favorite snack of

the vaqueros when they were out riding and watching over the cattle.

Have the student with the "cooking area" picture place it on the mural.

H ~

Although women wove cloth, most of the fabric came on trading ships and was exchanged

for hides and tallow. The women would sew the fabric into clothes and then apply embroi-

dery. With the use of a needle, colorful thread and an embroidery hoop, the women

created beautiful designs on the cloth.

Have the student with the "embroidery hoop" picture place it on the mural.

Being Mexican citizens, and of the Catholic faith, most rancheros built small shrines. These

were small wooden altars that were either constructed in an area inside the house or built

outside into the side of a rock. Shrines often consisted of a wooden box with hinged doors

that opened up to the statue of a religious figure or a cross. These small shrines were used

by the people of the rancho for personal worship.

Have the student with the "shrine" picture place it on the mural.

One of the symbols on top of the small shrine was a cross.

Have the students with the "cross" picture place it on top of the "shrine" picture on the

mural.

The cemefery for the rancheros was located in the nearest mission. According to their

Catholic beliefs they had to be buried on holy ground to go to heaven.

Have the student with the "cemetery" picture place it on the mural.
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Figure S-

Rancho Story

Page 4 of 4

The rancheros loved their music and dance. Popular occasions included fandangos

(dance parties), baptisms and weddings where families would gather to eat, drink, sing

Spanish folk songs and dance to the music of a fandango band. A large flat area was

needed for dancing as the lively band played dance music with such stringed instruments

as mandolins, violins and guitars.

Have the student with the "guitar" picture piace it on the mural

Other than dances, the rancheros and vaqueros loved to show off their horsemanship.

Horse races and games were played in a large open riding area. In one game a handker-

chief was dropped and bets were made on which rider could scoop it up on the first try.

Have the student with the "riding area" picture place it on the mural.

Some of the games involved a reata. A reata is a rope made of braided rawhide. Rawhide

is dried cowhide that has not been tanned or treated to make it soft and flexible. Rawhide

is cut into a long strip, starting from the middle and cutting around and around a center

hole. This strip is cut in two, soaked in water until soft, and then stretched tight to dry.

Once dry, four strands are tightly braided together to make the reata. The riders would

show off their skills with the reata by doing various tricks.

Have the student with the "reata" picture place it on the mural.

What did the people of the rancho look like and what did they wear? The men wore

clothes made from traded fabric that was embroidered by the women. Their outfits

usually included, pants, shirt, vest, bandanna and broad, flat, black hat. The woman

wore skirts and blouses decorated with embroidery. The men and women both had

formal wear for special occasions. These included clothes made of silk. The women

had beautiful lace shawls and mantilla scarves for their hair that were secured with

large combs.

Have the students with the "people of the rancho" pictures place them on the mural.
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Figure T-

Rancho Mural Sample
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C^ Teacher: Make 4 copies of this page

Figure U-
Rancho Mural Pictures

Page 1 of 4

water

oak

cattle
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Figure U-
Rancho Mural Pictures

Page 2 of 4
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mission food crops & granary

orchard

corral

horses cooking area
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Figure U-
Rancho Mural Pictures

Page 3 of 4
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Figure U-
Rancho Mural Pictures

Page 4 of 4

vaqueros

embroidery hoop shrine

cross cemetery guitar reata

people of the rancho

Ps.

b

riding area
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A Part of the Rancho Culture

Figure V 1 . What was your picture?

2. What does it look like?

3. Write about your picture and its importance to the rancho

4. How is the item in your picture used today, or is something similar used today?
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Figure V-

Continued

5. Draw your own version of the rancho.
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A. HttVU DClVgClltl Bartering Ranchero-style

Through the 1840s, trading ships from New England and other

parts of the world sailed along the California coast and traded

with the rancheros. Hides and tallow were bartered in exchange

for a variety of goods including shoes, clothes, fabric, jewelry

and spices. Hundreds of pounds of hides and tallow were then

shipped back to New England (United States) to be made into

leather products, candles and soap.

This activity gives students an opportunity to use math to barter

and trade for specific goods. As an optional art project, candle

making instructions are included. Students then figure out what

profit they would make as a candle-making merchant.

Anticipation

Ask the students:

What if I had something you wanted and you had something I wanted. What couid we

do? (Trade)

Would we need to use money? (No, bartering and trading involves no money, only goods

or services)

Explain to the students that the rancheros bartered for goods. After Mexico won its

independence from Spain, California became a Mexican colony. Rancheros were then

allowed to trade goods with foreign countries. Bartering involved going back and forth to

decide how much of one item was worth in trade for another item. Example: 1 hide (worth

$2.00) might be bartered for 4 shirts (worth 50 cents each).

Ask the students:

What did the rancheros barter with? (Hides and tallow.)

What did they barter for? (Clothes, fabric, spices, jewelry, etc.)

Procedure
Part I

1 .Split the students up into groups of two.

2. Explain to the groups that one person will be a ranchero and the other will be a

sea merchant. Their task will be to barter for goods using the Barter & Trade journal

worksheets. Each student can have a chance to play both roles using their individual

worksheets.

Materials

Barter & Trade journal page

(Figure W)

Merchant Goods journal page

(Figure W-1)

Candle Making Math journal

page (Figure X)

Candle Making Instructions

(Figure Y) and materials

(optional)

Journals

Oh, California

Chapter 4, Lesson 1

Pre-Planning

Plan to break up the class into

groups of two students.

Prepare copies of the Barter

& Trade, Merchant Goods and

(if you choose to make

candles) the Candle Making

Math journal pages for each

student journal.

Gather materials and prepare

copies of Candle Making

Instructions (optional).
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3. Before groups begin, choose a student to demonstrate the activity with you.

4. Pass out the Barter & Trade worksheets.

5. Have the students work in their groups, bartering their goods and filling out the

worksheet.

6. Have teams share some of the items traded and how much the items were worth.

7. Ask the students:

a. Why were cattle important to the rancheros?

[They provided the hides and tallow the rancheros needed to barter for other goods.)

b. By raising cattle for hides and tallow, what impact did that have on the land?

(The cattle compacted the earth and ate native plants including the new oaks growing from

seed (acorn) therefore when the old trees died there were no new trees to take the place of

the old. This changed the landscape.)

Part II

1

.

Explain that some of the tallow from the rancheros was taken by the ship's captain to

South America. The merchants in South America traded for tallow to make candles and

soap. Later, the candles and soap were traded back to the ship's captain who would trade

them with the rancheros. They would barter to trade hides and tallow for candles and soap.

2. Make candles (optional).

3. Pass out the Candle Making Math journal pages.

4. Have students answer the following questions:

a. Ifyou received 10 pounds of tallow worth 5 cents a pound, how much is all the tallow

worth?

b. If with the tallow you made 20 candles that are worth 10 cents each, how much are

all your candles worth?

c. Taking how much your candles are worth and subtracting how much you spent for the

tallow, how much profit did you earn?

5. Have the students work out the answers on their worksheets. Give assistance as

needed.

6. After students are finished, discuss the results.
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Barter & Trade

Figure 1/1/
Your Roles

Ranchero: Your hides are worth $2 per hide.

Your tallow is worth 5$ a pound.

You have 4 hides and 5 pounds of tallow for trade.

Merchant: You have items for trade (see separate list).

Your Task

1. Merchant: decide how many hides and how much tallow you want to buy. Fill in your

order on the trade agreement below.

2. Ranchero: based on how many hides and tallow the merchant wants, look at the

merchant's list of goods and decide which items you want that equal the value of your

hides and tallow. Fill out the trade agreement below:

Items for the Merchant Number wanted Value Per Item Total Value

Hid«s $Z.oo

Tkllou/ $0.05

Total Amount

Items for the Ranchero Number wanted Value Per Item Total Value

Total Amount

Left Over
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Figure W-1

Merchant Goods

C I o t k i h
7

Shirt $ .50

Pants $ .50

Vest $ .25

Jacket $1.00

Scarf $.10

Hat $ .75

Skirt $ .50

Blouse $ .50

Dress $1 .75

Shawl $1.00

Boots $1.00

Shoes $ .75

Fan $ .20

Spicks & Ckhdy
(per ounce)

Cinnamon $.10

Cloves $ .05

Licorice $ .05

Chocolate $.10

Peppermint $ .05

i

F \ \i r i c

Cotton $.10

Silk $.25

Velvet $.25

H fci Y I t« h%S

Comb $.05

Brush $.10

Mirror $.10

Toys

Ball $.20

Doll $.60

Music box $.60

J «um I ry

Silver Pin $.60

Gold Ring $.75

Necklace $.75

Earrings $.25
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Candle Making Math

Figure X 1. If you received 10 pounds of tallow worth 5 cents a pound, how much is the tallow

worth?

2. Using the tallow, you made 20 candles that are worth 10$ each, how much are all your

candles worth?

3. Taking how much your candles are worth and subtracting how much you spent for the

tallow, how much profit did you earn?
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Candle Making Instructions

Figure Y 1 . Fill a pot half way with water

2. Place the pot of water onto a stove

Paraffin or used candles

or hot plate to heat.

Wicking or string

(10" lengths, 1 per student)

3. Put a coffee can into the pot of water.

10" sticks or dowels 4. Put pieces of wax into the coffee can.

Hot plate or stove

Large pot
5. Heat the wax until it melts. Melt

Coffee can enough wax so that it almost fills the coffee can

Pot holders

Water
6. Tie string or wicking onto a long stick or dow<

(

7. Holding your hands at both ends of the stick, lower the string into the melted wax and

pull back up. (Note: This is an East-Coast method. The Spanish/Mexicans poured the wax

onto the wick.)

8. Allow the wax to dry briefly before dipping it back into the wax.

9. Continue to dip the candles into the melted wax until they are the desired thickness.
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Mural Four: ovatra*

Materials

Butcher/mural paper

Old magazines or other

sources for pictures

Scissors

Tape

Black or brown marker

A Change in Culture journal

page (Figure 1)

Journals

Pre-Planning

Cut a 2' X 4' (approximately)

piece of butcher paper and

display it in the classroom so

that all the students can see it

and reach it.

Gather used magazines or

supplies for students to create

their own drawings.

Prepare copies of the A

Change in Culture journal page

When mission and rancho people brought their culture into

Alta California they changed the land forever by raising food

crops and cattle. This ultimately allowed for greater populations

to live here. Through the years, the culture and land have

changed dramatically. The intimate knowledge of the natural

environment by the Chumash and Gabrielino / Tongva has

disappeared. Because of this we are now faced with major

environmental problems that affect the health of the people

and the land.

This last mural uses the modern-day versions of the last three

murals' pictures to create "Our City" and explore with the

students what has changed, what has remained the same and

what we can learn from the Chumash and Gabrielino /Tongva

view and use of the land, as well as the Spanish/Mexican view.

Anticipation

Ask the students:

What do you remember about our mural story of the Native American village?

What do you remember about our mural story of the Spanish mission?

What do you remember about our mural story of the rancho?

Give me an example of the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) or Spanish/Mexican culture

that changed through time?

How did the land change through time?

Explain to the students that this area that we live in was the home of the Chumash

(Gabrielino/Tongva). The land was changed, and the culture of the people changed. We are

now going to create one more mural. This mural will represent our culture and land today.

Place the large sheet of mural paper on the wall.
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i

Procedure
Part I

1

.

Have each student recall the different pictures that they contributed to the Chumash

(Gabrielino/Tongva), Spanish Mission, and Rancho murals.

2. Using what they wrote in their journals, have each student pick a modern-day represen-

tation of the three different pictures they contributed to the murals and wrote about in their

journals (Examples: oak tree from the Chumash mural-an oak tree; grain fields from the

mission mural-supermarket; and hacienda from the rancho mural-house or apartment)

There are no right or wrong answers. These should be their own interpretations.

3. Invite students to either find a picture in a used magazine or draw one that represents

their modern-day item. (This might be a good homework assignment.)

4. Once the students have their pictures, create a modern-day mural. Read aloud the

headings below and have students place their representations onto the mural. More than

one student will be coming up at a time.

1. Land. The teacher draws a line.

2. Water

3. Trees

4. Living structures

5. Living structure of the leader

6. Food storage and growing

7. Place of worship

8. Religious symbol

9. Cemetery

10. Sweathouse

11. Soldiers' quarters

12. Place for horses

13. Places to play

14. Games

15. Toolmaking areas/Workshops

16. Basketry

17. Weaving

18. Embroidery

19. Food & Food Preparation

20. Musical instruments

21. Transportation

22. People

(
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Part II

1

.

Ask the students the following questions and discuss their answers.

a. Looking at the different murals, what from the different cultures has remained the

same? (Oak trees, agriculture, churches, cemeteries, places to play, etc.)

b. Looking at the different murals, which of the different cultures changed the most?

(Chumash or Gabrielino/Tongva people and their culture.)

c. How did the Native Americans view the land and its use? (They had an intimate

knowledge of the land and a respect for the land. They used the resources that were here.

Their spiritual views were directly linked to the land.)

d. How did the missionaries and rancheros view the land and its use? (The land was

to be subdued and manipulated. It was used to grow their crops and raise their cattle that

they brought with them.)

e. How did the missionaries view and use the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva)? (The

missionaries viewed the Chumash or Gabrielino/Tongva as souls who needed to be

saved, as a work force, as Spanish subjects-as children to be taught and as potential

Spanish citizens.)

f. How did the rancheros view and use the Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva)? (The rancheros

viewed the Chumash or Gabrielino/Tongva as much-needed labor to work their ranchos.)

g. Are there Chumash (Gabrielino/Tongva) living today? (Yes! Descendants of the Native

Americans who lived in villages long ago are living today and keep the culture alive.)

h. How did the intimate knowledge of the land by the Native Americans disappear as the

missions and ranchos continued? (The intimate knowledge and spiritual relationship with

the land disappeared as the missions and ranchos continued. The land was exploited more,

non-native plants took over, and land was viewed as something to own and manipulate.)

i. Due to the current lack of understanding about the land, what environmental problems

are we faced with today? (Poor land use, overpopulation and over development often

caused by our lack of understanding, are responsible for air, land and water pollution as

well as a loss of habitat. This in turn causes a reduction in biological diversity due to the

loss of native species.)

j. What can we learn from the Native Americans use of the land? (Respect the land, take

care of the land, and use our natural resources wisely.)

2. Pass out the A Change in Culture journal pages.

3. Have students write their answers to the questions. (You may not want to have the

students try to answer all these questions now.)
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A Change in Culture

Figure 1 1 . Looking at the different murals, what from the different cultures has remained the same?

2. Looking at the different murals, which of the different cultures changed the most?

3. How did the Native Americans view the land and its use?

4. How did the missionaries and rancheros view the land and its use?

5. How did the missionaries view and use the Chumash or Gabrielino/Tongva?
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Figure 1-

Continued

6. How did the rancheros view and use the Chumash or Gabrielino/Tongva?

7. Are there Native Americans living today?

8. How did the intimate knowledge of the land by the Chumash and Gabrielino/Tongva

disappear as the missions and ranchos continued?

9. Due to the current lack of understanding about the land, what environmental problems

are we faced with today?

10. What can we learn from the Native American view and use of the land?
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Figure Z-

Continued

1 1 . Draw your own version of our city.
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POSt-Visit AsSeSSment The First Califomians

Materials

Pre-visit assessment

responses

Chart paper or chalkboard

Marker or chalk

The First Califomians journal

page (Figure AA)

Journals

Pre-Planning

Pull out the pre-visit

assessment responses.

Have the chalkboard or

chart paper ready to record

student responses to the

post questions.

Make copies of The First

Califomians journal page.

In the beginning of this Cultural Heritage unit of study, the

students were asked questions to assess their knowledge

before beginning the program. To assess what the students

have learned, the same questions are asked in this exercise.

Anticipation

Tell the students, "We have spent a lot of time studying about the Chumash

(Gabrielino/Tongva), missionaries, and the ranchos. National Park Service rangers came

and shared their knowledge and showed us examples of these different cultures. Let's

see what we have learned.

Procedure
Part I

1

.

On chart paper, or the chalkboard write the student responses to the following questions:

a. What do you think the land looked like long ago?

b. What do you know about the Native Americans who lived here long ago?

c. What do you know about the missionaries who came here long ago?

d. What do you know about the rancheros who came here long ago?

e. What do you know about the Native Americans who live here today?

f. What do you know about the Spanish/Mexicans who live here today?

2. Display their answers. Pull out the pre-assessment answers and compare them as

a class.

Part II

1. Pass out The First Califomians journal page.

2. Have students fill in their own answers to the post-assessment questions as the last

page of their journal.
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Figure AA

P OS t- Visit Activities Post-Visit Assessment

The First Californians

1. What do you think the land looked like long ago?

2. What do you know about the Native Americans who lived here long ago?

3. What do you know about the missionaries who came here long ago?

4. What do you know about the rancheros who came here long ago?

5. What do you know about the Native Americans who live here today?

6. What do you know about the Spanish/Mexicans who live here today?
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Appendix

Glossary

abalone ocean snail used as food; shell used for bowls,

fishhooks, jewelry and decoration.

acorn - the fruit of the oak tree and a major food source for all

Native American people in the California area including the

Chumash and Gabrielino / Tongva.

adobe brick- a brick made from clay, straw and water that is

poured into a wooden frame and dried, or baked, in the sun..

ap- Chumash dwelling (home).

asphaltum - naturally occurring thick tar used to seal and

waterproof baskets, tomols, Hats and other items. Also used as

a glue, by itself or mixed with other substances (such as pine

pitch).

awl - leather punch; a tool made from bones and other materials

to make holes and for coiled basketmaking.

branding iron- a metal tool used to mark/brand cattle. The

distinctive mark of each rancho or mission would be burned

into the hide of cattle by heating the brand until it was red hot

and applying it to the right hindquarter of the animal where it

would permanently mark the cow.

bullroarer - small, flat piece of wood, with a long cord attached,

that when swung around in the air over the head makes a low

buzzing noise. Used by Chumash and Gabrielino/ Tongva as a

musical instrument and for ceremonies.

carreta - a cart used for hauling goods, and usually pulled by

oxen.

Chumash - Native people historically living in the western

Santa Monica Mountains, northern Channel Islands, along the

coast from Malibu to San Luis Obispo, and inland to the edge

of the Central Valley (San Joaquin).

clapper stick - a musical instrument used by the Chumash
and Gabrielino /Tongva. Usually made from sticks that are

split down one end and wrapped at the other with animal or

plant fiber. It is tapped against the hand or thigh to produce a

clapping sound.
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Gabrielino/Tongva - native people historically living in the Los

Angeles area and southern Channel Islands. They differ from the

Chumash primarily in language and religion.

granary - A structure or large baskets on a raised platform for

storing acorns, seeds and other foods.

hide - the raw or tanned skin of the cow; used to make braided

reatas, leather products, bags and more.

juncus - plant used as one of the main basketry materials by the

Chumash and Gabrielino/Tongva.

kiiy - Gabrielino/Tongva dwelling (home).

leach - a way to remove poison or tannic acid by washing an

object or substance (such as acorns) with water.

mano - a round stone tool held in the hand and used for grind-

ing, crushing or mashing corn and other substances against a

metate.

mantilla - a silk or lace scarf which usually covers the head

and shoulders. A large comb was used to hold the mantilla on

the head.

metate - a grinding stone with a flat surface on which sub-

stances (such as corn) are crushed or ground with a mano.

mortar - a bowl-like container in which substances (such as

acorns) are crushed with a pestle.

native - plant or animal that has lived in an area since pre-

historic times.

obsidian - volcanic glass used for making arrowheads, knife

blades and other sharp objects.

padre - a Catholic priest.

pestle - a club-shaped hand tool used for grinding, crushing

or mashing substances in a mortar.

rattle - a musical instrument used by the Chumash and

Gabrielino/Tongva. The deer hoof rattle was made with deer

hooves that are fastened loosely to a handle and shaken to

produce a series of sharp clicking sounds.
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reata - a rope made of braided rawhide used to tie or lasso

cattle. It was also used to measure tracts of land.

resource - refers to land and water sites, scenery, plants,

animals, minerals, archaelogical and historical remains, etc.

staple food - a primary food in the diet of a given culture (such

as wheat, corn, acorns, etc.).

steatite (soapstone) - a heat-resistant type of rock that can be

safely heated, carved into cooking bowls and pans, beads, pipes,

and other items. It does not crack when heated.

sweathouse - rounded, mud or skin-covered structure used as a

steambath to purify the body and spirit.

tallow - the fatty tissue or hard fat of cattle that is melted and

used to make candles and soap.

tannic acid - a bitter substance made by the oak tree and found

in acorns.

temescal - the term given to the Chumash and Gabrielino/

Tongva sweathouse, by the Spanish.

tiat - the ocean-going Gabrielino / Tongva plank boat or canoe.

tomol - the ocean-going Chumash plank boat or canoe.

tule - thick and long-leaved plant that grows in or near water.

Used to thatch aps (Chumash) or kiiys (Gabrielino / Tongva) and
to make baskets, mats and other woven items.

vaqueros - cowboys; the Spanish word for people who herd

cattle, sheep or horses.

willow - trees that grow in or near water. Used as a building

material and for tools, baskets and medicines.
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Publications

Idf Three Categories

of Publications:

A. Teacher Reference (in-depth)

B. Student/Teacher Reference

(simplified) - p. 94

C. Literature (storybook) - p. 95

** = Highly Recommended

B = Bookstore — available

for purchase and mail-order at:

Visitor Center Bookstore

401 W. Hillcrest Drive

Thousand Oaks CA 91360

805-370-230)

Satwiwa Native American

Indian Cultural Center

4122 Potrero Road

Newbury Park CA 91320

805-375-1930

L = Library — available for

checkout by educators from:

National Park Service

Education Library

4126 Potrero Rd.

Newbury Park CA 91320

805-498-0305

A. Teacher Reference
Ball, Edward K. Early Uses of California Plants. University of California Press, Berkeley,

CA, 1962. Plant use by early inhabitants of California. L

Bean, Lowell J., and Blackburn, Thomas C. Native Califomians: A Theoretical Retro-

spective. Ballena Press, Menlo Park, CA, 1976. Essays on California Indian cultural

elements, including Chumash economic system. (Technical) L

Blackburn, Thomas C. December's Child. University of California Press, Berkeley, CA,

1975. Chumash oral narratives collected by ethnographer J. P. Harrington. (Some adult

content) B L

** Caduto, Michael J., and Bruchac, Joseph. Keepers of the Animals. Fulcrum, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 1991. Native American Indian stories and wildlife activities for children.

(Available elsewhere on tape) B L

**
Caduto, Michael J., and Bruchac, Joseph. Keepers of the Earth. Fulcrum, Inc., Golden,

CO, 1989. Native American Indian stories and wildlife activities for children. (Available

elsewhere on tape.) B L

** Caduto, Michael J., and Bruchac, Joseph. Keepers of the Earth. Teachers Guide.

Fulcrum, Inc., Golden, CO, 1988. Bibliography and cultural information on many Native

American Indian groups. L

**
Cornell, Joseph. Sharing Nature with Children. Dawn Publications, Nevada City, CA,

1979. Nature activities for children/students. B L

**
Cornell, Joseph. Sharing the Joy of Nature. Dawn Publications, Nevada City, CA, 1989.

Nature activities for all ages. B L

Cunningham, Richard W. California Indian Watercraft. EZ Nature Books, San Luis Obispo,

CA, 1992. In-depth look at California Indian boats, with maps, photos, diagrams, descrip-

tions, building techniques and historical overviews. B L

**
Dale, Nancy. Flowering Plants of the Santa Monica Mountains. Capra Press, Santa

Barbara, CA, 1986. Local plant guide with historic usage. B L

Eargle, Jr., Dolan H. California Indian Country. Trees Company Press, San Francisco, CA,

1992. A complete guide to present-day native groups, with maps, color photos, descrip-

tions and historical overviews. B L

Eargle, Jr., Dolan H. The Earth Is Our Mother. Trees Company Press, San Francisco, CA,

1986. A guide to the Indians of California, their locales today, historic sites and cultural

information. B L

Egan, Betty. From Missions to Ranchos to Farms. Egan Education Consultant Services,

1993. A teacher resource and student activity book.
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Faber, Gail, and Lasagna, Michelle. Whispers Along the Mission Trail. Magpie Publications,

Alamo, CA, 1986. A classroom book on California mission history. L

Forbes, Jack. Native Americans of California and Nevada. Naturegraph Publishers, Inc.,

Happy Camp, CA, 1991 . Their evolution and modem-day issues. B L

**
Gibson, Robert 0. The Chumash. Chelsea House, New York, NY, 1991. The history and

contemporary descendants of the Chumash. B L

**
Heizer, Robert F. Handbook of North American Indians. Volume 8 - California, Smith-

sonian Institution, Washington, DC, 1978. Collected works on the California Indians, with

chapters on the Chumash and Gabrielino. B L

**
Heizer and Elsasser. The Natural World of the California Indians. University of California

Press, Berkeley, 1980. California Indians and their environment, including Chumash. L

Hinton, Leanne. Flutes of Fire. Heyday Books, Berkeley, CA, 1994. Essays on California

Indian languages. (Technical) B L

Hudson, Travis. Guide to Painted Cave. McNally and Loftun Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA,

1982. Describes Chumash Painted Cave State Historic Park, one of the few Chumash rock

art sites accessible to the general public. L

Hudson, Travis, and Blackburn, Thomas, C. The Material Culture of the Chumash

Interaction Sphere, Volumes I - V. Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, Santa

Barbara, CA, 1986. Guide to Chumash artifacts and their uses. L

** Hudson, Travis and Timbrook, Jan. Chumash Indian Games. Santa Barbara Museum

of Natural History, Santa Barbara, CA, 1980. Historic games played by the Chumash. L

Hudson, Travis and Underhay, Ernest. Crystals in the Sky: An Intellectual Odyssey

Involving Chumash Astronomy, Cosmology and Rock Art. Ballena Press/Santa Barbara

Museum of Natural History, Santa Barbara, CA, 1978. An interesting fusion of anthropology

and astronomy. B L

Hurtado, Albert L. Indian Survival on the California Frontier. Yale University Press,

New Haven, CT, 1988. California Indian history, demographics and post-contact issues.

(Technical) B L

Jackson, Robert H. Indian Population Decline. University of New Mexico Press,

Albuquerque, NM, 1994. California Indian demographic information from early mission

records. (Technical) B L

Keyworth, C.L California Indians. Facts on File, Inc., New York, NY, 1991. Overview of

California Indian culture as a whole, with full-page historic and present-day photos. L

Kroeber, A.L. Handbook of the Indians of California. Dover Publications, Inc., New York,

NY, 1976. One of the earliest definitive anthologies of California Indian culture, circa 1925. L
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McCawley, William. The First Angelinos. A Malki Museum Press/Ballena Press Cooperative

Publication. 1996. A reference book of the Gabrielino Indians of Los Angeles. L

**
Miller, Bruce W. Chumash, A Picture of their World. Sand River Press, Los Osos, CA,

1988. A well-illustrated look at Chumash history and material culture. B L

**
Miller, Bruce W. The Gabrielino. Sand River Press, Los Osos, CA, 1991. A well-illustrated

look at GabrielinoATongva history and material culture. B L

Niethammer, Carolyn. American Indian Food and Lore. Macmillan Publishers, New York,

NY, 1974. Authentic recipes of Native American foods. B L

**
Pavlik, Bruce M., and Muick, Johnson, Popper. Oaks of California. Cachuma Press., Inc.,

Los Olivos, CA, 1992. Complete guide to California oak trees, including Native American

usage, with many color photos. B L

**
Pfeifer, Luanne. The Malibu Story. Malibu Lagoon Museum, Malibu, CA, 1985. Illustrated

history of Malibu, including Chumash. B L

Rawls, James J. Indians of California, The Changing Image. University of Oklahoma Press,

Norman, Oklahoma, 1988. Post-contact exploitation of California Indians. (Technical) L

Ruiz de Walker, Sofia. Closed Patios. 1995. A family story from the Rancho period.

** Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History Education Center. The Chumash People:

Materials for Teachers and Students. El Nature Books, San Luis Obispo, CA, 1991

.

Copy-ready Chumash stories, games, music and activities. B L

Swanson, Richard L. (for the State of California Department of Parks and Recreation).

Point Mugu-Leo Carrillo Teacher's Guide, Part III, the Data Book - Land, Life and

Chumash Culture. California State Printing Office, 1980. Introduction to the local

environment and culture. L

Vane, Sylvia Brakke and Bean, Lowell John. California Indians: Primary Resources.

Ballena Press, Menlo Park, CA, 1990. Resource guide to California Indian manuscripts,

artifacts, documents, serials, music and illustrations. (Technical) L

** Van Tilburg, Jo Anne. Ancient Images on Stone. University of California, Los Angeles,

CA, 1983. Photo-illustrated essays on descriptions, origins and meanings of California and

Baja California rock art. L

**
Weatherford, Jack. Indian Givers. Fawcett Columbine, New York, NY, 1988. American

Indian contributions to world society. L

Western Regional Environmental Education Council. Project Aquatic. Boulder, CO, 1992.

An activity guide emphasizing aquatic environments. L

Western Regional Environmental Education Council. Project Learning Tree. Washington,

D.C., 1994. An activity guide emphasizing forests. L
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Western Regional Environmental Education Council. Project Wild. Boulder, CO, 1985.

An activity guide emphasizing wildlife. L

Westrich, LoLo. California Herbal Remedies. Gulf Publishing Co., Houston, TX, 1989.

The history and use of native medicinal plants, including legends and lore. B L

**
York, Louise Armstrong. The Topanga Story. Topanga Historical Society, CA, 1992.

Photo-illustrated history of Topanga, including Chumash and Gabrielino/Tongva. B L

B. Student/Teacher Reference
Brown, Vinson. Native Americans of the Pacific Coast. Naturegraph Publishers, Inc., Happy

Camp, CA, 1990. Brief overviews and historical fiction stories of western coastal tribes. L

** Earthworks Group. 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do To Save The Earth. Andrews and

McMeel, Kansas City, MO, 1990. A kids' book turning knowledge into action. B L

**
Faber, Gail & Lasagna, Michele. Whispers from the First Californians. Magpie Publica-

tions, Alamo, CA, 1984. A classroom textbook on California Indians, including Chumash. L

**
Gendar, Jeannine. Grass Games and Moon Races. Heyday Books, Berkeley, CA, 1995.

California Indian games, toys and stories. B L

**
Grant, Campbell. Rock Paintings of the Chumash. EZ Nature Books, San Luis Obisbo

CA, 1992. Chumash art lesson resource. B L

Margolin, Malcolm. The Way We Lived. Heyday Books, Berkeley, CA, 1993. Wide range of

California Indian stories, songs, reminiscences and pictures. B L

** Othmer, Sue and others. Mountains to the Sea, A Visitor's Guide to the Santa Monica

Mountains and Seashore. 1988. Basic guide to the plant communities, animals and native

cultures of the Santa Monica Mountains and seashore. B L

Othmer, Sue (for National Park Service). Santa Monica Mountains Naturalist's Notebook.

A collection of papers on the natural and cultural history of the Santa Monica Mountains

and seashore. L

** Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History Education Center. California's Chumash

Indians. EZ Nature Books, San Luis Obispo, CA, 1990. A Chumash primer of basic facts

and information. B L

C. Literature
**

Baylor, Byrd. Hawk, I'm Your Brother. Macmillan Publishing Co., New York, NY, 1976.

Fictional story of modern-day Indian boy. B L
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** Boardman, Matt. Badger Claws ofOjai. Idea Factory, Ventura County Educational

Service Center, Camarillo, CA, 1971. Historical fiction of mainland Chumash life told

through the eyes of a Chumash boy. L

**
Curry, Jane Louise. Back in the Before Time. McElderry Books, New York, NY, 1987.

Tales of the California Indians retold. L

** DeAngulo, Jaime. Indian Tales. Noonday Press, New York, NY, 1990. Native American

animal legends and stories. L

**
Duvall, Jill D. The Chumash. Children's Press, Chicago, IL, 1994. Young children's large-

print overview of Chumash culture with many color photos and illustrations. B L

**
Gifford, Edward W., and Block, Gwendoline Harris. Californian Indian Nights. University

of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1990. California Indian tales, legends and back-

ground. L

**
Lee, Melecent. Indians of the Oaks. San Diego Museum of Natural History, CA, 1989.

Historical fiction describing Indian lifestyles in Orange and San Diego counties. L

Maxwell, Jr., Thomas J. The Temescals of Arroyo Conejo. California Lutheran College,

Thousand Oaks, CA, 1982. Fanciful collection of historical fiction stories, locally-based,

with essays on present-day and recent Chumash individuals. (Factual liberties taken) I

** Moore, Reavis. Native Artists of North America. John Muir Publications, Santa Fe, New

Mexico, 1993. Photo-illustrated biographical essays on Native American artists with native

craft activities. B L

** Nechodom, Kerry The Rainbow Bridge. Sand River Press, Los Osos, CA, 1992.

Simplified, illustrated version of a well-known Chumash creation story. B L

**
O'Dell, Scott. Island of the Blue Dolphins. Dell Publishing, New York, NY, 1987. Popular

story about a young California Indian girl in the 1800's. B L

**
Preble, Donna. Yamino Kwiti. Hydat Books, Berkeley, CA, 1983. Historical fiction on

Indian life in the Los Angeles area. L

**
Sanger, Kay. When the Animals Were People. Malki Museum Press, 1983. Simplified

versions of Chumash stories. B L

**
Spizzirri, Linda. California Indians. Spizzirri Publishing, Inc., Rapid City, SD, 1986.

A "read and color" book with basic facts on major California tribes. B L

** Wood, Audrey. The Rainbow Bridge. Harcourt Brace and Company, San Diego, CA,

1995. Vivid retelling of Chumash creation story, with full-color illustrations. B L
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Museums, Field Trips

& Educational Groups
Albinger Archaeological Museum

113 East Main Street

Ventura, CA 93001

805-648-5823

American Indian Resource Center

L.A. County Library

6518 Miles Avenue

Huntington Park, CA 90255

213-583-1461

Antelope Valley Indian Museum

15701 Ave. M

(150th St. East and Ave. M)

Lancaster, CA 93534

805-942-0662

Autry Museum of Western Heritage

4700 Western Heritage Way

Los Angeles, CA 90027-1462

213-667-2000

Historical displays of the early West

and Southwest.

Bowers Museum

2002 N. Main Street

Santa Ana, CA 92706

714-541-8923

California Academy of Science

Golden Gate Park

San Francisco, CA 941 18

415-750-7159

California State Indian Museum

26 and K Street

Sacramento, CA 95816

916-324-0539

Carpinteria City Hall

5775 Carpinteria Ave.

Carpinteria, CA 93013

805-684-5405

Chumash paintings.

Carpinteria Valley Museum of History

and Historical Society

956 Maple Ave.

Carpinteria, CA 93013

805-684-3112

Chumash artifacts, local history.

Chumash Interpretive Center

3290 Lang Ranch Parkway

Thousand Oaks, CA 91 360

805-492-8076

Local Chumash artifacts, displays,

educational and wildlife programs.

Chumash Painted Cave State Historic Park

San Marcos Pass (Highway 154)

to Painted Cave Road.

Chumash cave paintings.

Contact: California Department of Parks

<S Recreation Gaviota Area Administration

805-968-1711

Cold Creek Docents

1970 McKain Road

Calabasas, CA91302

818-346-9620

El Presidio de Santa Barbara

123 East Cannon Perdido St.

(mailing address: PO Box 388

Santa Barbara, CA 93102)

Santa Barbara, CA 93101

805-966-9719

Historical exhibits.
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Friends of Satwiwa

4126 W.Potrero Road

Newbury Park, CA 91320

805-499-2837

La Purisima Mission State Historic Park

2295 Purisima Road

Lompoc, CA 93436

805-733-3713

Demonstration ap (Chumash house),

displays of mission life in reconstructed

buildings. Self-guided and docent-

guided tours.

Lompoc Museum

200 S. "H" Street

Lompoc, CA 93436

0805-736-3888

Chumash artifacts and local history.

Los Angeles County Museum

of Natural History

Exposition Park

Los Angeles, CA 90007

213-763-3466

Anthropology, natural history, and guided

tours for school groups. Offsite visits to

schools with EarthMobile and SeaMobile.

Los Encinos State Historic Park

16756 Moorpark St.

Enctno, CA91436

818-784-4849

Malibu Creek Docents

18822 Merridy Street

Northridge, CA91324

818-889-5037

Malibu Lagoon Museum and Docents

Malibu Lagoon State Beach

P.O. Box 291

Malibu, CA 90265

310-456-8432

Local history and pre-history,

artifacts and displays.

Mission Santa Ines

1760 Mission Drive

Solvang, CA 93463

805-688-4185

Early mission site.

Morro Bay Museum of Natural History

State Park Road

Morro Bay, CA 93442

805-772-2694

Chumash exhibits, docent presentations,

docent-guided tours.

Mountains Education Program

15601 Sunset Blvd

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

310-454-1395

Ojai Valley Museum and Historical Society

109 S.Montgomery

Ojai, CA 93023

805-640-1390

Inland Chumash and local natural history.

Resource Conservation District

of Santa Monica Mountains

122 N.TopangaCyn Blvd

Topanga,CA 90290

310-455-1030
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San Buenaventura Mission Museum

225 E. Main Street

Ventura, CA 93001

805-643-4318

Early mission site and exhibits on

Chumash and local history.

San Luis Obispo Children's Museum

1010 Nipomo Street

(Monterey & Nipomo Streets)

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

805-544-5437

Chumash artifacts and exhibits.

San Miguel Mission

P.O. Box 69

San Miguel, CA 93451

805-467-3256

Santa Barbara Mission

2201 Laguna Street

Santa Barbara, CA 93105

805-682-4713

Self-guided tours and local history.

Santa Barbara Museum

& Historical Society

136 E. De la Guerra St.

Santa Barbara, CA 93101

805-966-1601

Guided tours available.

Santa Barbara Museum

of Natural History

2559 Puesta del Sol Road

Santa Barbara, CA 93105

805-682-4711

Exhibits on Chumash and North American

Indians, natural history. Guided tours, field

trips, auditorium lectures, educational

programs.

San Luis Obispo County

Historical Museum

696 Monterey Street

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

805-543-0638

Chumash artifacts and exhibits.

Santa Maria Valley

Historical Society Museum

616 South Broadway

Santa Maria, CA 93454

805-922-3130

Chumash artifacts and exhibits.

Santa Monica Mountains

National Recreation Area

401 W. Hillcrest Drive

Thousand Oaks, CA 91301

805-370-2301

National Park Service Visitor Center

with exhibits and information.
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i

Satwiwa Native American Indian

Culture Center

4122 Potrero Road

Newbury Park, CA 91320

805-375-1930

Weekend programs hosted by Native

Americans; outdoor demonstration ap

and indoor interpretive exhibits (site

operated by the National Park Service).

Santa Ynez Indian Reservation (Chumash)

Santa Ynez.CA 93460

Tribal meeting hall.

805-688-7997

Southwest Museum

234 Museum Drive

Highland Park, CA 90042

213-221-2163

Exhibits on Native Americans of

California, the Southwest, the Plains

and the Northwest Coast. Tours and

educational programs available.

Stagecoach Inn Museum

51 South Ventu Park Road

Newbury Park, CA 91320

805-498-9441

Chumash artifacts and local

historical exhibits.

Topanga Canyon Docents

818-888-6856

TreePeople

12601 Mullholland Dr.

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

818-753-4600

Tree farm, educational programs.

Ventura County Museum

of History and Art

100 East Main Street

Ventura, CA 93001

805-653-0323

Chumash and local historical

exhibits. Tours and educational

programs available.

William O. Douglas

Outdoor Classroom

2600 Franklin Canyon Drive

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

310-858-3834

Will Rogers

State Historic Park

and Docents

1501 Will Rogers State Park Road

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

310-454-8212
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